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Up, up, my friend, and quit your books, 
Or snrely you'll grow docile. 
Up, up, my friend, and clear your looks ; 
Why all this toil and trouble? 
Books, 'tis a dull arid aimless strife; 
Come hear the woodland linnet; 
How sweet his music! on my life 
'!'here's more of music in it. 
Columbia college is to have a centen-
nial celebration in Apl'il-the hundredth 
anniversary of the change of name from 
King's to Columbia. 
- A young ladies' college is to be fouml-
ed at Princeton, and the examinations for 
entrance will be the same as those of 
Princeton college. 
President Seelye, of Amherst, strongly 
advocates the plan of representative gov-
ernment in colleges. The senate is com-
One impul se from ttie vernal wood 
May teach you more of man ; 
Of moral evil and of good 
'l'han all the sages can. 
Enough of science and of art; 
Close up tho~c barr en leav es ; 
Come forth, and bring with you a heart 
'l'hat watch es and receives .. 
Wordsworth. 
pc,sed of a body of students, four from 
the Senior class, three from the Junior, 
two from the Sophomore, and one from 
the Freshman, with the President of the 
college as tl1eil' president, who has the 
power to veto. P1·inceton has adopted 
this method. 
A dime non! has just been published 
in New York, the scene being laid in 
New Haven and the prin cipals being 
Yale students. 
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Seu· Sac,·Hice. 
[Final Oration of W. C. 'l'YREE, of the Mu Sigma Rho Society.] 
• 
There are two, and only two, theories 
concerning human life. The one regards 
as t.he chief end of life to get and to be, 
the other to do and to produce; the one 
is subjective, the other objective; the one 
regards each individual as a universe, the 
other regarcls iudi viduals as only units in 
one great universe _: the one makes the man 
a cent1·e around which everything must re-
volve and to which everything must ten<l, 
the other regards humanity as the c~ntre 
around which the individual must re-
volve and for which the individual must 
live; the one confines a man to himself 
as his field and his sphere, the other 
makes the world his field and God his 
sphere. Different systems of philosophy 
arc but modifications of these two theo-
ries, and national and individual Ii fo de-
rive their peculiar and distinguishing fea-
tures from their combination. 
Of these two theories the truest and 
grandest is the objective tbeory. The 
real end of life is to do and to produce. 
It is not to get but to give, not to receive 
but to impart, not to keep but to dis-
burse. It is not to be happy but to make 
happy, it is not to become great and pow-
erful but to accomplish great and pow-
erful results. Great living is great do-
ing. We see this p1·inciple plainly illus-
trated in nature. A tree never lives and 
grnws simply to become a tree, but to 
perform the functions of a tree in the 
great economy of nature, and if it fails to 
perform these functions and to bear its 
own peculiar fruit, its graceful trunk, its 
symmetrical branches, its magnificent fo-
liage, would not be a compensation for 
its barrenness nor save it from the death 
which is the inevitable penalty for barren-
ness in nature, where Jiving and doing 
involve each other. Nor does the law 
make an exception in the case of the tiny 
little animalcul::e of the sea whose low de-
gree of life, insignificant dimensions, and 
weagre faculties, would seem scarcel_v 
sufficient to enable it to exist as a living 
thing, and certainly insufficient to enable 
it to accomplish anything, and yet these 
tiny little microscopic beings, by lh·ing 
and dying, lay the foundations and build 
up the coral walls upon which rest many 
islands of the sea; and so it is in the an-
imal kingdom and throughout the whde 
realm of natm:e; nothing lives simply to 
live, but with everything complete living 
is complete doing. And man, the most 
highly endowed of all created things; 
man, who has more faculties, more capa-
cities, more relations, more stimulants, 
more intelligence than any other being-
mail, so wonderfully equipped for doing, 
is surely embraced under this universal 
law which makes doing the c-hief end of 
life. Of him it is pre-eminently true that 
life is a success or failure, happy or mis-
erable, noble or ignoble, not in propor-
tion to what he is or becomes, but in 
proportion to what he accomplishes in the 
world. As fruit is the culmination and 
end of vegetable existence, so objective 
results should be the end and culmina-
tjon, the pride and joy of human exist-
ence. As civilization advances the true 
end of life becomes more and more appa-
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rent, and do we not find that as humanity 
progresses tbe subjecti,·e capacities of men 
remain nearly the same? 
A man who lives now has not much 
greater facilities for becoming rich, or 
great, or famous, or happ), or good, than 
the man who lived two thousand years 
ago . . But while the subjective capacities 
of the m~n of the two ages are nearly if 
not quite the same, their ol1ecti,·e focnl-
ties and powers are very unequal. View-
ed from almost any standpoint, one man 
can now accomplish as much as a host of 
men could two thousand Jears ago. 
By means of the printing press one 
man cnn now address a million of atten-
tive listeners. By means of electricity 
lie is in immediate communication with 
the world. By means of steam he can 
be almost in a hundred places at once, 
and multiply his physical strength by ten 
thousand, and, too, since the world is be-
ing brought so close together in feelings. 
and principles, since the human race is 
becoming one family, the nations brothers 
and sisters, with the true and living God 
as a common father, it does seem that 
with all these advantages for hi11 lever, 
and the achievements of all past ages for 
his fulcrum, one . man may now really 
move the world, while the greatest man 
in ancient times could only move a neigh-
borhood. Civilization to the individual 
is but the increased facilities for lloing. 
So, then, if as civilization advances the 
capacities of men for getting and fo1· be-
ing remain nearly the same, while their 
faculties and powers for doing ancl achiev-
ing so greatly increase, the objective the-
ory of life must be the true theory. 
It is not only true, but it is the grand 
theory. It does not confine a man with-
in the narrow limits of his own being, 
which is a sphere far too small for the 
great powers of a man, but gives him 
the world for his field. It does not lead 
him to spend life in building up eo. per-
ishable a thing as ll. reputation, nor does 
it lead him to spend life in making de-
posits in the insolvent bank of self; but 
to accomplish results which are immor-
tal, for what we are or become is of 
course as mortal as we are, but what we 
do is as eternal as God is. He who is 
simply struggling to get, whether it be 
reputation or power or pleasure or any-
thing of a personal nature, receives these 
things as rewards for his labors; just 
like othe1· laborers, he hires himself for 
wages. His life is a se1·vitnde, and the 
man is really a slave. His efforts are 
bought and paid for. But surely life 
shou Id not consist in any such merce-
nary traffic as this. Man was not made 
to be a hireling. His labors are far too 
valuable to be bought. He shoul<l rank 
far abo,·e the law of compensation. The 
only rewards that are worthy of him are 
grand and noble results. Pe1·sonal bene-
fit is not the coin that pays the real 
man for his labors, which are worth 
more, and if properly invested will 
yield more than any personal benefit. Yon 
can weigh the animal but not the soul by 
pounds avoirdupois, and you can reward 
the animal but not the soul with pounds 
sterling. 
The true patriot who lives only for his 
country's good would spurn any personal 
benefit, if offered as compensation fo1· his 
labors. He is living for something high-
er and grancll!r than this, his country's 
good, which alone can reward him. In 
deeds of noble daring and true heroism, 
when men sacrifice every comfort and 
hazard life for some noble object, thefr 
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conduct is surely far above compensa-
t~on. In the case of the true philanthro-
pist, the only reward which he hopes for 
or expects is to better the condition of 
his fellow-men, to mitigate human sor-
row and to in<1·ease human pleasure. All 
these men live to do and not to get, they 
take the objective view of life, and what 
does the world think of their judgment, 
does it censure or pity them for blindnees 
or ignorance or weakness? No, the world 
prizes such Jives and such dee<ls as its 
most precious jewels. In such men the 
world sees human nature at its best, and 
in .such deeds human greatness at its 
height. In honoriug such men the world 
honors the theory that m•de their lives 
so noble. 
Now, then, if the true end of life is to 
do, life's great problem is how to do the 
most. The solution of this great prob-
lem, the answer t~ this solemn question, 
I believe, is by the sac1'ifice of self. 
In the physical world no result can be 
produced without the sacrifice of so much 
force. In the world of matter no change 
can be effected without the sacrifice of 
certain forms of mattei· : the coal must 
be burned, and as coal destroyed, to pro-
duce the steam which propels the mighty 
engine. The powder must explode, and 
as powder cease to exist, in order to set 
free its constituent gases, which burst the 
massive rocks. In our own physical ex-
ertic,ns, for every blow we strike or step 
we take, so much muscular fibre is con-
sumed; fLr every thought or emotion, ::;o 
much nerve force is c;acrificed, and when 
we come into the higher and wider sphere 1 
of human living in general, in which the ' 
whole complement of man's faculties and 
capacities and relations operate, in which 
all those p0wers which constitute man's 
real self have in the world, aud humanity 
their corresponding objective effects, we 
find that the same law holds true. These 
results can only be accomplished hy the 
sacrifice of these forces and powers; by 
the sacrifice of one power we accomplish 
the result answering to this power, but 
in order to accomplish all that we are 
capable of, we must sacrifice al I, which 
means the sacrifice of self. Self is the 
powde1· whi('h prnduces moral force, one 
pound of which will blow np a whole 
mountain of dfficulty. 
There is 1oore real powe1· in one grain 
of self gi\·cn to any cause than in a ton 
of talent. The co11secrated life of Liv-
ingstone deposited in Africa will eventu-
ally produce enough moral power to 
christianizc, civilize and elevate that dark, 
ignorant and degraded continent. Any 
great cause which is worth Ii ving for . 
' any great e11terprise which affects the weal 
of humanity; any profession in which we 
can nobly serve our race demands for 
its advancement and success, com-
plete consecration, a complete liv-
ing out of self-a thorough forgetful-
ness of self. Pull np any great dee<l 
which bears good to the world as its fruit, 
and you will find ihat it comes from self-
sacrifice a1 its seed. The world is full Of 
grand enterFrises-some noble work 
greets us on every harnl and invites us to 
undertake it, but these great duties and 
obligations involve difficulties an<l obsta-
cles, hardships and privations, which 
make it impossible for us to he loyal to 
them unless ,,.e are willing to sacrifice 
self. Doubtless tlier'1 have been many 
iusianccs in the world's history in which 
men enlisted in some noble cause forsook 
it when some privation appeared which 
demanded a sacrifice that they were not 
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willing to make, and by their desertion at 
a critical moment they lost a cause whieh 
might have been of incalculable benefit to 
the world. Every great cause for which 
a man can live will be sure at some time, 
in some way, to test l1is loyalty by a diffi-
culty or hardship which demands sclf-
sacrifice. If such tests do not aome, the 
cause is not a worthy one, or the man 
docs not appreciate it. The great reforma-
tion of the sixteenth century-so great and 
lasting in its results upon the history of 
the world-would never have succeeded 
if Martin Luther, its advocate, had not, 
been ready to make any sacrifi<'e. We 
in America would not now be enjoying 
the benefits o( our free and prosperous 
republic unless the i_mmortal Washing-
ton and other kindred noble spirits of the 
Revolution had been so devoted to the 
cause of liberty that they would have 
given anything they had-even life itself-
to purchase it. But it is not in SLH'h 
times as these that the demands and oc-
casions for self sacrifice are to be found ; 
in our own quiet times, when peaceful 
prosperity everywhere prevails, there are 
great principles to be defended, great 
evils, social and moral, which need to be 
opposed, and meu of independence ancl 
courage-virtues which are themselves 
based upon self-sacrifice--men of inde-
pendence and courage are needed to stand 
up against a strong but sluggish current 
of public opinion, and sacrifice them-
seh·es upon the altar of unpopularity. 
In the administration of our govem-
ment we need men who will sacrifice am-
bition in order to defend bravely such 
laws . as are just and wif>e, and oppose 
those which are not, without first raising 
their political nostrils to catch the scent 
of popular opinion. We need patriotic 
state,;;men now ju11t as much as ever be-
fore, and it is !lelf-sacrifire that consti-
tutes the difference between the states-
man and the politician. The pulpit of 
to-day would be much more fruitful in 
objective results, and impress the world 
more powerfully for good, if preachers 
would sacrifice more reputation and pop-
ularity for the faithful proclamation of 
truth. But not only is self-sacrifice di-
rectly instrumental in accomplishing 
many great results, but its indirect influ-
ence is still greater, causing it to accom-
plish many important secondary results. 
When Corlrw,, according to ancient his-
tory, hrruically sacrificed himself, the 
Dorians, who l1ad long been the enemies 
of his country and had come to conquer 
it, retirP.d without striking a blow, and 
the Athenians, in honor of their · great 
king, abolished forever the title of king, 
which changed the whole history of 
Athens. 
Sparta's great law-giver, in order to 
give perpetuity to his law!! and make 
them sacred in the eyes of his country-
men, left Sparta forever, and by the sac-
rifice of himself enveloped his lrgislation 
in a degree of reverence al)d sacred feel-
ing which secured an obedience that noth-
ing else Mul1I ever have done. 
The blood of the martyrs is the seed 
of the Church, is nothing but a condensed 
expression of the wonderful indirect in-
fluence of self-sacrifice. 
And it is not difficult to perceive iu 
what thi-1 influence consists. When a 
man sacrifices himself for a cause he 
proves that he believes in it. Men risk 
some capital in doubtful enterprises, but 
when a man puts all that he has in acer-
t.aiu investment you may know that he 
believes with his whole soul that the en-
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terprise is safe and worthy. So men may 
bestow some talent, some power, some 
time, npon a rause which they half-way 
believe in, but they will only invest tl-.e 
whole of self in a cause implicitly be-
lieved in. 
There is something comrnendiug in 
the soul that can thus belicrn in, Joye 
antl wed as his bride some great work. 
Skepticism, doubt, suspicion, are weak, 
powerless, and ignoble, but the capacity 
to believe implicitly iu a good cause is 
one of the attributes of a lofty soul all() 
the basis of a &trong character. 
In this day of fraud and deception and 
failure, the noble soul alone can resist 
the tendency to become suspicious. 
He who thus belien:s in, lives for, and 
sacrifices himself in some noble caw,c is 
endowetl with the capacity to lead au<l 
control his fellow-men--for men always 
folknv and obey the man of faith-and 
his faith will of itself commend his 
·cause to the fa,·or and support of man-
kind. Another thing which self-sacri-
fice teaches 1s that there are 
some things in the worltl worth Ii ving 
for. There is one lesson which any 
true, noble man, however l1umble or 
obscure, can teach the world, and that 
is to appreciate the ,·alue and sacredness 
of grrat principles and great trnths-a 
lesson, it serms to me, especially impor-
tant in our day, when the practical, ma-
terialistic philosophy is to &o great an 
extmt crushing out all re,·erencc and 
noble sentiment, when nothing is thought 
worthy of consideration which docs not 
contribute to the sensual gratification of 
the man, when the moral and intellectual 
nature is bE'coming more and more su-
bordinate to the sensual, wl1en the world 
is evidently losing its hold upon great 
fundamental principles. In this whim-
Rical, fickle, changeable, shifting, drift-
ing age, when men do not love any-
thing profoundly, hate anything thor-
oughly, fear anything lastingly, or rever-
ence anything permanently, when hu-
manity is forgetting how to feel deeply-
a tendeucy which is already producing 
such alarming results and threatens 
othcr_s still more direful in the future-
when strong convictions are becoming 
unfashionable and soC'iety is losing its 
backbone, there is indeed a great demand 
for men who can teach the world that 
there are some things in the world worth 
living for and dying for. One noble, 
rarnest, self-sacrificing life will do more 
in this 1rny towards stilling the furious 
soeial and political ~torms that rage upon 
the sea of hurna11ity-made restless by 
being superficial--;-than all the talent and 
wisdom which any one man e,·er possess-
ed. But self-sac·rifice does not only prove 
that there arc causes wort.Ii living for 
' ' but it also shows that there are men who 
are noble enough to live and die for what 
is true and great-that . there are men, 
notwithstanding the low plane upon which 
most men li,·e, that there are some men 
who can percei,·e what is true, can appre-
ciate what is noble, and ran with god-
lil«J self-control gi,·e themselves without 
reserve to a great and noble c.·rnsr. Hu-
manity revereuces such noble specimens 
of men, and as it worships at their 
shrine derives -courage and inspiration. 
Every such charader is an example 
that stimulates men to noble living; 
every such soul is a mngnetic star that 
lifts the world to a higher arnl nobler 
plane of existence. Such a soul was 
our own noble Lee. Turning his back 
upon his own reputation and glory, en-
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listing in a cause which he believed in 
and honored, he sacrificed himself upon 
the altai· of duty, and left to his country 
the priceless legacy of his noble, self-
sacrificing life. The cause for which he 
fought went down, l,ut the darkness 
which enveloped it now sen·es to make 
the night which causes his 110Ll11 soul to 
shine forth with pre-eminent brilliancy, 
as a guiding star for thousands whose 
lives are made more useful ancl more 
noble by his example. Such men are 
nnchors tll our faith in humanity, with-
out which om· existence in this "·orkl 
would be unbearable and our lives mise-
rable failures. Such men sarn us from 
that awful conclusion which practical life 
threatens to drive us to--lhat men are 
basely and ignobly selfish. 
This, then, is the conelusiou. The 
real end of life is to do. vVe can do the 
most hy the sac1·ifice of self. To him 
who desires to fo I fi I the design of his 
creation and to live nobly, it is quite 
plain that the proper disposition to make 
of ,;:elf is lo sacrifice it. Self is seed and 
must Le planted, or it will wither and 
decay. It is folly to keep it out of the 
soil of humanity, whose fertility will 
cause it to bring forth a hundred-fold of 
immortal usefulness and heavenly joy. 
If it is not plantecl it can neither pro-
<h,ce usefulness nvr happiness. 
Cl • a11g·c. 
[Oration delivered by II. W. JONES, of the Philologian Society, June 21st, 1887.] 
An old chronicler speaks of an "artist 
who sat by the evening fire baffled, weary 
and disheartened, musing, dreaming of 
future fame." He tasked his utmost skill 
for an image of the Virgin, but his fair 
ideal vanished and escaped him still. 
Tru.e, he catches here and there gleams of 
tl1e glory which filled his dreams, liut 
they changed and passed away; the 
image was beyond his grasp. 
Tired out with reflection 011 his failure, 
the artist fell asleep in the gloom, but a 
voice cried : 
•· Rise, 0 Master ! 
From the burning brand of oak, 
Shape the thought that stirs within thee! 
And the startled artiRt 'woke." 
'\V oke ! and grasped his image, ancl 
with perfect outline carved it in the 
burning oak. A faint pictu1'c this of a 
world of Change. 
\\' e cast a hurried glance upon the 
shadow we make upon life's curtain and 
then take our places in the buried realms 
of the Past. 
l\I utation ! mutation!! is the watch-
word written 11pon Time's unfolding ban-
ner. Day by day some proud honor is 
toppling from its exaltation; some high 
aspiration is queuehcd; some scientific 
theory gi,·es pince to its superior; some 
liternry achievc:,ment is excelled; some 
hi<lden force is brought to light; some 
cherished tie is severed. The wonder is 
that amid this universal devastation, this 
universal change, that any link should 
remain unbroken, any forcP. unused, or 
any atom remain the same. 
Stand in the great temple of nature, 
with its floor carpett.->d with green, its 
roof fretted with stars, and its gallery of 
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mountains and hill charged with the 
sweetest music, and behold the deep-tinted 
pictures touched by the hand of change! 
A few months ago old earth was clad 
in h~r robe of untarnished whiten ess, the 
forest stood solitary and alone, adometl 
with its silver crystals pending from 
every twig; the singing birds had flown ; 
all nature seemed to wear a stern, Eacl 
countenance, and the whole ,·rg etable 
kingdom seemed to have fallen asl eep, 
ueve1· again to wake. 
But since then Change with his magic 
wand has come. The genial rays .from 
their far away home haye visit ed earth 
again; robbed her of her wintry garments, 
kindled into new life the slumbering 
germs, filled her gardens and fields with 
flowers of the ~ichest hue, melted the icy 
coui1tenaoce of natur e into a glowing 
smile, and filled the world with mirth 
and gladness. 
See the little leaf delicatel y poised by 
Divine wisdom upon yond er brnnch ! 
Little do we think as we look upon ii 
fluttering in the breeze that it is the 
mighty power-the grand agent--that is 
momentarily ehanging the rnst Yolume 
of the atmosphere. 
Every particle of air that touche s the 
tiny leaf of the flower or sprig of grnss, 
under the influence of sunlight is ehaogc•d 
in a moment, and passes on to be chunged 
again, as it fills its function in the animal 
world; then again returns to the h·af 
only to be changed ai, before ; and thus 
from age to age this proce sB of unendiug 
change goes on. 
Ages ago, in an ancient forest., grew a 
tt-nder plant. Tlte playful EUnbearus 
darted down and found it in its quiet 
home, the dews of night tooled its thirst-
ing leaves, but no human foot trod that 
solitary spot. The stately forest waved 
its giant branches in the ai1· far abo\· e it, 
mountains rearnl their summits upwards 
to meet the clouds, and nature revelled in 
her mysteries; yet the little plant grew 
on undisturbed. But this was not long 
to be. Some hidden force rolled the 
· huge old mountains from their bases, 
shook the towering forest dowu to earth, 
buried for into the clay the little fern, 
apparently lost forever. 
Ages after ages rolled on, and with 
each succ('eding moment Change held lais 
universal sway of all things, new and 
strange; and the silent leaf carved with 
an inrlellible pencil its own history upon 
the 8111-rounding clay, and though untold 
ages lia\'c been numbered with the past, 
so vast l1ave been the t'hanges that it 
comes forth a living history to meet the 
wondering gaze of an intell ectual world. 
The prond ocean-dark, deep, and 
wide-upon whose troubled bosom the 
silent worlds look in won<ler, seems too 
mighty to be Buhject to change. Yet 
not one drop that composes het· vast vol-
ume is ever still, ever at rest. Her 
storm-tossed waves and placid waters 
alike are lifted from their home to per-
form their rnried functions in the air and 
earth, and then return to the ocean's 
deep only to be changed as before, and 
thus without a moment'1, rest this pro-
cess goes on. 
But just as nuture has her changes so 
it is true in the realm of human life and 
thought. Vv e ca8t our eyes over the 
liistory of nations and governments and 
change, 'like a luriJ light, flaKhes from 
e\·ery page. "Greece, lovely Greece-
the land of scholars and home of Epic 
song," rich and beautiful-why did she 
not Jim fore,·e1·? Change had no re-
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sped to the fai1· land of classic lore, but 
snatched from her Lrow her freshest lau-
which fate did its worst, and the saddest 
change that ever met the gaze of mortal 
rels, dimmed her glory, and now her last man. 
sad relics whisper the moumful story, At Chancellorsville, amid the din and 
"'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more." tumult of a great battle, in which a glori-
Arnl so a voice comes from every falling, ous victory was almost won-a victory 
crnmbling stone of once proud cities, that would clothe the Confederacy with the 
from thP, fading vestiges of fallen em- mantle of strength, and animate it with 
pires, kingdoms, and republies. 'Twas new life and ene1-gy-the immortal Jack-
the mighty, tl1e continunl, power of son fell. Change, like a curtain of night, 
change which must leaye its mark upon unfurled its sable folds over the South. 
every people-yes, upon everything that · · The young nation fo1· whose cause he was 
has the power of exi.;ting in the great now bleeding, staggered and reeled, and 
arcana of life. fron1 the wound of this mortal stab, the 
At every uufolding of time's great ban- lite-blood of the Confederacy began to ebb 
ncr-w hich is as oft as the moments fly- away. 
change sweeps over the world of life · But let us no longer indulge in these 
and thought; and oft in the world's his- gloomy retrospections. "The commence-
tory, when victory has been almost won, ment of our liberty presages the dawn of 
fort1lric has changed, and the expected a brighter period to the world." The 
conqueror has follcn iu despair. change is now onward and upwa1·d. 
See the proud victor of France, who.e " Grim-visaged wai· has smoothed his 
efforts had been crowned with unequalled wrinkled front," and peace smiles 
succes!:' ! Behold him as he goes forth to throughout the waving fields of a happy 
battle, with a look of confidence ou his laud. Flowers are stre,vn with little dis-
face, and bis eye flaEhing with the hope of tinclion upon the graves of those who 
victory! · wore the blue, and those who wore the 
Iu an hom· of seemingly brightest gray. Auel we would not part lhe robe 
prospects the scene is changed, and soon from the slumbe1·ing remains of the lost 
all the former glories of tl1e once victory- cause and let its blood ooze again, but 
crowned hero are enveloped iu a cloud of rather would we say, let it rest in peaceful 
defeat. The once happy, honored Napo- silence, and may the flowers ever bloom 
leou now turns his back upon the Yine- upon its grave. 
clad hills of France, and scenes so dea1· Truly ours is an age of marvellous 
to his memory, to spend his closing days change. It does not befit a verdant youth 
a lone exile upon the isle of St. Helena. like me to hint that e,·eb fair woman her-
Albert Sidney Johnston was stricken self is subject to the fluctuations of change. 
down when victory was perching on his Yet it is whisperc<l that of all created 
banner. The green laurels in the out- things she is the most changeable. There 
stretched hand of the god of battle for the is noL one particular in which i;;he does 
brows of the brave men in gray, withered not change. She changes )ie1· dress-so 
nnd died. The Confederate of to-day often, indeed, that her varied outfits have 
turns to that field in sorrow, as oue on come to be called her changes. She 
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changes her mind-so that when she de-
cides to do one thing one <lay you may 
expect she will take a new departure tlie 
next. She changes her affections, so that 
the acceptccl lover of to-day is the reject-
ed of to-morrow. 
That this is true, was well illnstrated 
by the note received by one of our col-
lege boys from one of his so-called cous-
ins at the institute just before he left 
Richmond, saying that she had loved 
him well in the past, but they could be 
only friends in the future. This brought 
a change in him as well, and his counte-
nance fell with such force that some of 
us thought that some of the bad boys 
were rolling horse-buckets down the 
stairway. 
\Vomen change even in color. It is 
not so strange thot the beautiful do fade 
as a leaf, bnt it is an interesting fact thot 
sometimes the faded bloom as the rose. 
Even oirn of so few years as myself have 
known a sister of doubtful age, whose 
cheeks changed from a bloodless pale to 
a peachy red; and whose hair, from sil-
very gray to sunny gold. But, as for 
that, some have not only changed the 
color of their hair, but it is said that 
they change their hair. 
The very first thing old mother Eve 
did was to change her belief for disbe-
lief; and the next was to change the po-
sition of the apple; and the next after 
that, I suppose, was to change her dress; 
and then her countenance; and next het· 
residence ; and tht;s, from age to age, 
this spirit of change has been widening 
and expanding, until cvm the 19th cen-
tury sends back a responsive echo to the 
words of the old poet, " Va1'ium et muta-
b-ile scmper famrina." 
But we are glad that she has changed, 
and with her the ideafi of her mission in 
the wo.rld; that she h:i& Leen lifted from 
the low plane of slavery into a l1igher, 
better mid sweeter sphere of activity. 
As the star whose fare is hidden from 
our view shines just as brightly behind 
the cloud, so was woman's influence, 
though hidden hy the cloud of oppres-
sion, shining just the same, and only 
waiting for the cloud to pass away; 
nnd uow cl1ange has dispe:rsed the op-
posing storms, ancl her influence, like the 
lightning's flash, has darted from centre 
to circumference of earth, ancl is felt in 
every land. 
It is said of man that he changes c,·cry 
seven years ; that at each close he is an 
entirely different being from what he was 
at the beginning. 
And we arc inclined to believe that 
many wiYcs would rejoice if their hus-
Lands woulcl change oftener than this. 
Yet, although the human family is 
rna<le up of these two restless characters, 
subject to continual change, they have 
lifted the worl<l to the platform of cul-
ture and development upon which it now 
rests. 
When we contemplate the achievements 
of the present, and compare them with 
those of past nges, we arc stmck with 
wonder, and exclaim, ,vhere will change 
find its limit? 
Man is a restive creature. Once a 
savage, his only home the lowly hut or 
mountain cave, his foocl the Lark ancl 
twigs; his clothes the skins of animals 
and forest learns; but thus he could not 
stay. 
'Twas then that mind commenced its 
ne,·er-ending work. At first we see the 
simple t implements of agriculture, then 
of war,-scon the rude hut is di placed 
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by a better home, the forest is turned in-
to fields of waving grain, the rudest towns 
into walled cities, the simplest trade into 
a growing commerce, and ere long we see 
Babylon filled with her gardens of skill 
and beauty, the Egyptian pyramids gain-
ing a world-wide fame, proud Athens 
shedding a halo of glory upon the world, 
Rome laying her iron hand npon En-
rope's brow, France weaving a wreath of 
splendor for the brow of Pm·is, England 
encircling the globe with her influence, 
the United States rising up to claim her 
· position among the world's fairest daugh-
ters, and upon her soil, where a few cen-
turies ago the sa,·age roamed the forest 
wild, now stand churches and proud 
monuments of learning and culture. Aml 
upon the rostrum of one of these, our 
own alma mater, do we see change stand-
ing, wrapped in his richest robes, wear-
ing npon his aged brow a smile of satis-
faction, showing to an intelligent and 
grateful people the polished monument 
of continual progress. 
Truly we need not go into other climes 
lo see its wonderful effects. Once he 
who would have called zero by any other 
name wouhl haYe been deuomi,;atccl :\ 
freshman, but now from him who hangs 
a jewel of wit upon an icicle of cold rea-
son, we claim the exquisite privilege of 
mounting the car of math., taking two 
parallel lines as our railroad, common 
Eense and reason as our propelling force, 
and ru:;;h off to the Janel of infinity, and 
there, standing upon an infinitrsimal ros-
trum, declaim to infinitesimal beings 
zero-to 10,000 or any other respecta-
ble number. Once we mused oyer the 
pleasant thought that change of Greek 
roots would not disturb our slumbers 
but three years, but now, alaE' ! 'tis four 
at best ; and even has the whisper gone 
forth that some of us were brought up 
within the sound of yonder bell, and 
time alone will decide when we shall 
leave its familiar call. Once we loved 
to chuish the idea that we could enjoy 
the beauty of Philosophy, and store our 
minds with the wisdom and pleasant in-
struction of om· honored instructor in 
one year, but now the decree has gone 
forth to the public ear anJ to tii-ed stu-
dents, "No degree without a two-years' 
study of Philosophy." No wonder, 110 
wonder, we anxiously inquire, ·where 
will change find its limit? But chauges 
may come and old things pass away, we 
at our posts remain, not that we love 
study less, but that we love Professor~ 
more. 
Would you know the wonders of lite-
rature? Go to your libraries, and there 
hold sweet converse with the great ora-
tors and historians of the past, and catch 
inspiration from the poet's muse. 
Would you know the progress of lan-
guage? Trace from a simple monosyl-
labic beginning our own, all through its 
innumerable changes, until you see it 
clothed in its present wealth and beauty, 
destined to become the language of the 
world. 
Would you l;arn the progress of truth? 
Hear the glml messages that are wafted 
upon every passing breeze and cherished 
in e,·ery Christian home, that come from 
the far-away East, the flower-Acentecl re-
gious of the South, the ice-clad moun-
tains of the orth, and the extended 
prairies of the ,vest, telling of the proud 
victories of truth ancl the rapid dispers-
ing of the shades of what on(,-e Reemed 
eternal night. 
But sinc.-e we live in this age of great 
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achievements-truly "the heirs of all the 
ages "-we might fancy that all was done 
and the mind had no rnore battles to fight, 
no more trophies to gain, and that thought 
had reached the limit of its onward aud 
upward march. But such is but a mo-
ment's dream, 'tis changed as soon as 
formed. 
The mind has not grasped its last 
trnth nor caught its last ray of light; it 
ha! not reached its highest sphere nor 
man his highest excellence; it has not 
solved its last problem, nor will it e,·er 
cease to catch rays of light and trnths 
and beauty. It is so constituted that it 
can never halt in its course, but chauge, 
development, mmt e,·er be the career of 
the human mind. 
No. Our agt•, with - all its boasted 
civilization and progresf', has not reached 
the true end for which men should strive; 
yet the world is fast realizing the glorious 
truth that each one should be a hero in 
the strife. The changes in Sciencr, Lite-
rature, .A rt, nnrl Government are won-
derful; yet the mind still follows this 
golden chain as it lengthens on and on, 
ne,·et· satisfied, neve1· at rest, while eyery 
conquest lends fresh speed to its silent 
but rapid course. See that mighty 
bird rising from the mountain summit 
and taking its flight upward, liigher and 
higher, until it soars beyond the clouds 
and is lost to human sight! 
Such is the progress of change in the 
world of thcught. It began with the 
simplest trnths, sol vrd the lowest myste-
ries, and, then tuking an upward flight, 
outstripping the fleetest bird, outstripping 
even the lightning flash, it soars on, ex-
ploring worlds and systems of worlds, 
yet reaches not its limit nor stops in its 
eager flight. 
It has sounded appalling depths, and 
soared to dazzling heights; it has ana-
lyzed the tiny flower, a1Hl measured the 
rolling sphere; it has decomposed the 
ray of light, and chained the electric Lolt 
of heaven. Yet on, still on, it presses, 
nc\'er at rest; and now, instead of going 
back to the slumbering past to tell of an-
cient glory, is stretching far into yet un-
trodden realms and flooding the world 
with brigl-.ter light than cn·r flashed 
upon it in its golden ages. Nor will it 
ever cease, but Lmsting the shackles of · 
Time, taking its flight be) ond the realms 
of material changet will develop and 
grow brighter and brighter while the 
cycles of eternity roll on. 
THE SOCIAL PROBLEJI, &c. JJ 
'I'hc• ~oeial I"1·oble1n ~ its S111,110;,wcl a11<l llc•al !iiolntious. 
[Address delivered before the Society of Alnmni l>y WYNllITAM R. MEREDITH, EF<J., 
,fone 22, 1887.) 
Jtfr. Pl'csidcnt, Fellow-Ahinmi of Rich-
nwnd College, Lad-ica and Gcntlcmcn,-In 
the stillness of these quiet cloistrrs arc 
forged the weapons of a ceaseless and 
universal w!}rfare, the carn:ige of whose 
battle-fields is not seen! Fm· in the act 
of destruction it recreates, and its foes-
wrong, ignorance, and barbarism-be-
come, in the very hour of their death, 
truth, wisdom, :ind civilization ! The 
soldiers of this world-wide contest num-
ber among their truest the cd11catc<l 
thinkers which such institutions furnish. 
Its training-schools are our collrges; ils 
g:irrisons, our univers1t1es. The history 
of this moral and intellectual war in 
which they are enlisted is the history of 
the hu 11rnn race; and the Yictorics whieh 
ha\'e been achieved m:irk the rise :ind 
progress of humanity. 
I take it that its most successful :ind 
important campaigns nre four: The fir1<t, 
when paganism fled before the gospel of 
Christianity; when the t'nsign of the 
proud Roman gtwc place to the cross of 
the humble Nazarene. The second wns 
the establishment of religious liberty, 
which secured to every man, in matters 
spiritual, freedom of conscience and the 
right of prirnte judgment. The third 
won its final success upon Q111· o.vn soil, 
and the ~staLlishment of political liberty 
proclaimed that the true basis for the ex-
istence of any government is found only 
in the consent of the go,·crned. The 
fomth is a contest which, at every period 
of the world's history, has gi vcn riRe to 
bitter strife, though its hattle-ro_yal is yet 
to be decided. It is now pressing for a , 
final dl!eision with still morr whcmcnce 
nnd clnmor since the partial suct•c;:s with 
which the firi-t three haYe been crowned 
brings it into grcnter prominence. Thi A 
has been rnllrcl the Stwial Problem, nnd 
of it and its Rupposrcl and rrnl solutions 
' I era Ye yom attention. 
Jgnornurc in the midst of the opport11-
nitics of knowledge nncl the V('hiclrs of 
instrnction, crime :rnd Yic·e, where the 
tenets of the 1\faster arc wi<lely taught, 
starvation in the midst of al111nda11cc-
thc righting of these morlnl \\'rongs will 
be the final !'olution of this widc-rraching 
prol,lem ! 
Its forres ha,·c bren growing in our 
midst silently and almost unheeded whilst 
the AmPrican people, like Mr. Po,bnap 
in "Our 1\Iutual Friend," has waived it 
aside with a lofty sweep of itR mighty 
arm, exclaiming, " \Ve do11't w:int to 
know about it, we <ion't choose to di~e11;;s 
it, we don't admit it." A.i hns hrrn well 
snid, we haYc considered our;;e]\"('S a 
chosen people, and :ire inc:lined to the he-
lief that the Almighty i-;tands pledged to 
our prosperity. E, ·en those who ha\'e 
i,;e1::n its first inclicatiorni, its seethings and 
lmbblings, have declared that they were 
b11t "eddies in the <'llrrent, not the swerp 
of the tide." 
Fortunately, this state of indifference 
or wilful ignorance has pai:~cd, ancJ forces 
which, if fettered :incl k1•pt down, might 
ha,·c wrought injury and de. !ruction, arc 
now being analyzed by ROcial expcri-
nwnters, and tested in the crucible c,f 
public opiuiou. 
The first and most important conclu-
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sion at which I arri,·e is that no one 
rcmc1ly proposed will furnish a complete 
cure, and this will be finally accomplishc1l 
not so much by a change in the material 
condition of the great mass of people as 
in a radical and romplcte alteration in 
the aspirations and conduet of men. The 
strc11g1h and healthfulness of the plant is 
acqt,ired from the different constituents 
of its soil, the properties of the ~tmos-
phen•, and the forrcs of light and heat. 
Man's nature is likewise the resultant of 
equally as diversified force,;, whose con-
servation go to make up human character. 
With the culture of his moral and spir-
itual nature the religious teacher nnd 
moralist hns to deal, whilst the social 
scientist only treats of these questions as 
they are aff~cted hy his physical and ma-
terial environment. Limitingour inquiry, 
then, tu the poverty which smTo1111tls the 
great mass of human bcingr;, we shall 
treat of ignorance and vice only so far as 
they are the results of this almost uni,·er-
sal condition, and admit of improvement 
by :i total or partial change in our eco-
nomic order. 
To relie\'c the misery, the oppression 
mid the <kgrndation of the working 
classes has given rise to two opposing 
plnus. The first is chiefly political in 
its methods; the sec'Ond, wholly eco-
nomical. They both aim at securing a 
greater solidarity among all classes of the 
State ; the one by means external and 
apart from change in the individual, tlie 
other depending entirely upon a motlifica-
tion of individual greed and selfishness 
that shall cxpref's itself in practical re-
forms. 
The first is Socialism or Communism, 
antl every proposal thnt, tainted with 
these ideas, demands a complete altera-
tion in our present political methods. 
As definerl by its two great leaders, 
Karl Marx and Ferdinand Lassnlle, so-
cialism proposes to substitute State co-
operation for 01u- pr,'sent capitalistic 
ownership of wealth and its ingredients. 
The State is to run our work-shops, mil-
roads nnd telegraphs, a11d other iustru-
ments for increasing :m<l acqmrmg 
wealth. The State is to own the land, 
ma1·hinery nnd products. It is to be the 
sole proprietor, directing all production, 
paying all labor, and prodding all means 
of distribution. Huwcvn valuable a 
man's services, they are to Le memrnred 
not by their results and usefulness, but 
by the length of time he is employed. 
By such means is the present system of 
wagc-sla,·cry, as it is called, to be abol-
ished, the present inequalities iu rich<'S 
destroyed, no Gne to have an abundan('(• 
' but all to haye enough! 
The limitations of this address will 
admit of such a scrutiny of this sweep-
ing programme as to disclose two fatal 
defcds without requiring us to examine 
others equally as strong. 
Have thrse Socialists paused to con-
sider what is meant by "the St:ite"? Is 
it not the sum of which her citizens are 
the integers? \\'hat other means has the 
State to accomplish tlwse high-sounding 
results save by using the capacities and 
intelligences fllf her citizens? When tht>y 
proclaim that the State is to inaugurate 
this rc,·olution, must not the leaders and 
directors ue found among her sul,jccts '? 
There is a familiar anecdote of a gentle-
man who was asked uy a blackleg to bet 
upon a certain rae<•. The gambler re-
marked thnt his friend standing near 
would hold the Ftakes. "But," inquired 
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the gentleman, "wl10 will hol<l your 
friend?" \Vhcn the Socialist proposr;; 
to have all wealth administrre<l by the 
State and all b11sinrss rnn by the State, 
is it not pertinent to nsk, "But who will 
run the State?" If individual capacitr 
could Le found suffici{'ntly strong to as-
sume surh vast responsibilities and suffi-
ciently great lo rarry them to a success-
ful issue, the practical nii1ul might find 
it worth its while Ill test thrse theories. 
But until human nature is alterer! atH_l 
acquires an onmipolent grasp, socialism 
will find its only adherents among those 
whose reason has become so warpccl hy 
<lisconlcnt as to accept for trnth what 
arc only '' lndierous and c,·en suicidal 
paradoxes! " 
What the Stale has done is the only 
test of wl1at the Stale can do. If the 
powers which site has cxcrcis('cl in the 
past have bcrn erownc<l with succNs, if 
the fondions with which she has Lccu 
endowed have always accompli,-he<l the 
best results, then a most powerful argu-
ment would be furnished for extending 
those powers aml increasing those f'u11c-
tions. If history, however, reveals a 
different estimate, the deduction would 
Le equally as strong that an c11large111ent 
of State powet· would lie both unwise 
and unprofitable. Imlec<l, the test tul-
mits of even a Lroader d('duction. If 
the prese11t powers of the Commom,·calth 
have not only failed to secure the ol~eds 
aimed at, but have c,·cn C'auscd injury 
and fostered wrong, the11 the vast multi-
plicatio11 of State functions which Social-
ism <'alls for will not only fail in the ob-
jects they arc intended to secure, but will 
gt·eatly add tot he evils and burdens \\'hich 
oppress society. 
The chief duty \\'hich governments 
h:wc hnd to disehargc is the i::ecnring to 
ifs citi:r,ens protection <if life and proper-
ty, and the dir;:pensing of justice lietwc('n 
rn:111 nnd man. For this pmposc laws 
ha,·c hcC'n C'llad«l, ancl to Sl'curc their 
en for« mrnt the whole :wthority of the 
Stale lrns lie<·n excrc•ifctl. Y ct are we 
anr nearer lo-day the perfect fulfilm<'llt 
of this clC'!:'irt<l end? No ()JIC rails against 
our inadequate sys!< 111 of jurisprudence 
more than the So,·iali!.,t, \\ ho calls for :m 
rxte111-ion of the wry ninehinery \\ hid1, 
in tliis e0mpa1ntinly 1-implc rci-pect, has 
pronn its i11~uf1ici(•n1·y; \\'hil~t the hnsi-
ne:-;s com11Hrnity are more and more i;et-
tling its dif.Ten'n(·es by private boards of 
arl>itratio11 1athcr than submit le the de-
lay and costs of Srntc-crratcd trilin11:1ls 
for diRpc11si11g just ice. 
A man is rolilied, he foils among 
thicn •s, and the State turns him over to 
tl1c lawyers. Some people might say, in 
homely phraRr, that this was but jump-
ing from tl:c fr) ing-pnn into the fin•. 
Though my profcsRio11 d0<s not nec·d a 
defenl'e from so swrepi11g a charge, I 
must acknowkclgc that the system of 
laws \\'ltielt the State has thm; <-rentccl, 
with its unrertaintier;:, intricacies, its fre-
quent separation of rral justice from le-
gal ju stice, is hut too glaring an example 
of the wcalrnc-!'s of State ugency. In this 
funclarncutal req uir('lllC'nt the Stale c·an-
not oulr not guarantee perfect justict' to 
her citi:r,en:,,, but has aclclNl to their hur-
cll'11S a judicial syi;tcm sc, (•xpcnsivc ~1s to 
<lc•sC1·,·e Sir John Romilly'b cl<'finitiou, 
''A technical t-yskrn invented for the 
creation of costs." 
Here, thm, in its most important 1luly, 
the securing (If internal justice, docs the 
success with which the tate'1:1 dfurts 
ha,·e met encourage us to enlarge hcl" 
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i-phcrc until it ohall include all the most 
complex of hunrnn affoil's? An exami-
nation of the eause of this foilul'r points 
to a contraction rather tkrn :.11 t·xtt•nsion 
of State functions. If, instencl of allow-
ing the Stnte to absorb <>!her poll'crs, its 
work hncl Leen confinul to this t:k::11· 
duty, would 11ot ou1· pl'csent system of 
juri~pruclrne<•, as l\1r. Herbcl't Spencer 
sugg!:-sls,' ha,·c been free frolll fonlts that 
now eall for but too just cl'iticism? If 
this had be('Jl the sole rccog11izcd fuudiun 
of Olli' rulel's, if partic8 liacl di\'ided on 
<]Ucstions of legal l'eform, if the intelli-
gence of om· lPgir,lators had been eoufined 
to thi8 topic, ,rnul<l th<'re not soon haYc 
been an end to these legal intricacies and 
legal atrocities? 
The consi<leration of this single exam-
ple is, I Lielicw, sufficient to cle,;troy all 
faith in the sd1cmes of the Socialist, aml 
to ,1issipate forc\'er "the grnss ,klusion," 
ns l\I. Guizot calls "this belief in the 
SO\'en!ign poll'er of political machinery." 
It sholl's that the more eomph•x the 
offices imposed on the State the less suc-
eel:'sfully will they lie discharged, aml 
cstaLlisheR :is true the philosPphic coup-
let-
"llow ~mall, of all that hunrnn hcarb cn-
<lnrt•, 
That part wl1ich laws or king~ cau c:111,c or 
cure." 
This incapa<:ity in the means by whic!1 
the socialistic rc\'olulion is to be aeeom-
plished is not the strongest ohjc('l ion to 
this political sdiemc. It i11\'l1l ,·c,.; moral 
and intdlecttwl views which though not 
so apparent .uc none the ll'ss olmoxivus. 
Sociali;;m discanls sdf-hclp and oppo~cs 
i ndi vitlual (•ffort. To the teaching of 
history it turns a deaf car, and refuses 
l" E s,ap," p. O.'i. 
to recognize that civilization is but the 
sum total of personal effort and indivi-
dual striving. Because t.his self-inde-
pcudence has often clegencrnted into a 
selfishness that pursued its own ends and 
took no count of the rights of others, it 
denies it any part in the work of progress. 
Socialism wonld dcistroy this force in-
st<'atl of di re~ting it lo nobler en1ls and 
in more worthy channels. 
To Virgiuians, however, it is not ue-
cesf'::iry to do more than point them to 
their own history in order to disclose the 
e\'il cflects of such sehemes. The first 
Virgiuia chartet· was entirely eommunis-
tic in its chnracter. It provided for "a 
common storehouse, into which products 
were to he poured, and from which they 
,n·rc to be distributed according to the 
needs of the colonists." E,·ery school-
boy can tell us that this communistic 
settlement ended iu confusion and disas-
ter, and the idleness aud enerrntion pro-
duced hy this provision in the charter 
nearly caused the total <lestrn<'lion of the 
:-<ettlement at Jamestown. 
From that time we may elate the hatred 
of the Virginia people of cornmnnistic ot· 
socialistic ideas, and the love of personal 
indepentlence. Her history has been the 
history of the American belief in the pro-
gressive power of self-help ard hatred of 
go,·ernmcntal interference. Her civiliza-
tion, based upon them ideas, has gin•n to 
this country its greatest leaders. In pro-
ponion ::is the1:e leaders hu,·e succeeded 
in inoculating out· American system with 
these Yiews ha\'c been the progress and 
de\'elopment of ou1· common country. 
The practical politician may sneer and 
the socialistic dreamer smile at a State 
that re i~tcd the impro\'Cment of her wa-
terways Ly governmental subsidies, and 
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declined to accept her portion of a Fede-
ral surplus because she believed it to be 
the price of her independence. But to 
the social in,·estigator, my countrymen, 
such examples am jewels 
" That on tlie stretclicd for r finger of all 
Time 
Sparkle for ever." 
And the good effect of snch self-reliant 
training ,~·as fully proved when later she 
Leqneathed to us, theit- 1lcsrcndantH, the 
example of a citizen-sollliery whose cour-
age and endnrance can neYer be surpass-
ed, and gave to the world "the foremost 
captain of the English-speaking race" ! 
A prople weakened by paternal gov-
ernment, and grown 1lependent upon the 
State for their existence and livelihood, 
would never have Jared such deeds or 
borne such suffering! As long as their 
memories are reyered, as long m, theil' 
posterity shall emulate their example, as 
long as the heritage which they bequeath-
ed us is held a priceless treasure, the 
theories of the Socialist and the Commu-
nist will be abhorred by all cl:isscs of our 
people, and the seed of thc,:e new doc-
trinffl will nen 'r tal,e root in I he soil of 
Virginia. 
Othrr parts of the body politic m:iy be-
come tainted \'\'ith this disease, its half a 
million of adherents may rapi,lly recruit 
their r:ml,s, the philosophy of Marx may 
rrystallize into action, socialistic equality 
may be sought to be substituted for real 
freedom, hut if the attempt is made to 
transfer the rrpuhlic which our fathers 
founded into the co-operati\'e Common-
wealth which these new apostles preach, 
every man in this Southland of ours will 
he fournl ready to defend American fi ee-
dom and upholrl democratic inslitut_ions ! 
E,·eu this brief inquiry into the prin-
ciples of socialism evokes a disbelief in 
its potency ancl an abhorrence of its tloc-
trin es. The social problem cannot be 
solved by such means. This conclusion, 
howe,·er, shoul<l make the pursnit only 
the more determined by which we seek 
for the right clue to this momentous is-
sue. Repudiating the Mstrum of au at-
tempted political solution, we should 
search for a true remedy whereby the re-
wards of industry shall be more right-
fully di\-ided, passion qncllccl, pr<jnclicc 
discarded, the basis of society raisl•tl, ancl 
with it the whole structure. 
The present system, which treats labor 
as any other commodity, to be goyernecl 
by the law of supply an<l demand, ran-
not be eradicate<l; bnt the competition to 
which it gives rise may be so moclifi1•1l 
by the infusion of a broad soc:ial spirit :.is 
to call a halt in "the intcrnrcinc conflic-t 
of labor and capital"; and that, too, 
without an unwise attempt to destroy the 
great forces of human progre,:s--sclf-hrlp 
and individual effort. 
The older political economi ·ts wet·e so 
intent 11pc,1; discov<'ring the laws that 
govern the accumulation of Wl'alth that 
there has hcen left for a later 1lay the 
stncly of how to 100 modify their applil":i-
tion as lo bring about a more e<111al 1lis-
tri\111tion. The firi-t ~tcp in the a,lrnn<'e 
to a -highrr inclu!-trial orclc·r is to !<•!;sen 
the evils of nncl1eckccl competition among 
laborers. For this <'nmprtition tenrls to 
steadily lower the rate of wages nntil they 
arrive at the point where the rate har<•ly 
E:nablcs tltc laborer to .subsi~t. En)n the 
enormous increase in Jal,01·-saving ma-
chinery, whil:-t bringing ma11y aclditional 
comforts within the rrach of the mas;:cs, 
has aggrarntccl the evils of unrcstrainc,I 
competition hy making lcc:s apparent the 
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community of interest which does exist 
between labor and capital. 
This competition among laborers, Le-
sides reducing wages to lidng rate:;:, and 
even below, affects most seriously their 
moral and intellectual condition. It has 
produced recklessness and thriftlessness 
among a large portion of our laborers, 
encouraged idleness and intemperance, 
and sown the seed of many vices which 
thrive on such opportunities. The in-
crease of povnty that thus ensues has 
augmented our criminal classes and mnl-
tiplie<l t.he burdene of the State. The 
blessings of free institutiens, the fertility 
and wealth of a still sparsely settled com1-
try, the opportunities for bettering their 
condition which are thus offere(l to all 
citizens, have hitherto served to stave off 
in America the worst results of our pres-
ent economic methods. But as popula-
tion increases, the pressure of po\'erty 
becomes greater, and these advantages 
steadily diminish. The evil effE:cts of 
unrestrained competition will more and 
more be felt. Discontent, long repressed, 
becomes unreasoning passion. And this 
controlling employees, in an endeavor to 
secure their demands, resort to methods 
that injure their employers without bene-
fiting themselves. Such acts widen the 
breach that the iron law of wages started. 
Where combined effort alone can secure 
the highest reward, we often find oppos-
ing forces; capital arrayed against labor, 
and labor against copital. The latter 
combination is not infrequently the re-
sult of the encroachments of legalized 
monopolies that are a reproach to our 
law-givers and a ruenace to our existence 
as a free people. But these associations 
of laborers do not stop here; if their 
moral weight is not effective, they often 
enforce their claims by overt acts. Then 
follow strikes and lockouts, disarranging 
business, producing loss and uncertainty, 
paralyzing some enterprises and destroy-
ing others. 
Disorders so disturbing to the business 
of the couutry, conduct so cfomstrous to 
both capital and labor, are traceable to 
the i-ame source from which flows so 
much of the suffering and degradation 
among wag~-('arners. This is the unlim-
ited sway with which the principle of com-
petition, wiLh the resu I ting divorcement 
of the interests of the employer and la-
borer, has hitherto ruled the industrial 
wod<l. To direct tl1is force and make it 
conserve the best interests of all classes 
' to curb it when it would destroy, and con-
fine it to its proper sphere, is the first 
object of the social reformer. The at-
tempt to weaken the effect of this eco-
nomic law by any enormous and false phi-
lanthrophy only aggravates the mischief 
as has been seen in the encouragement 
given to poverty by the establishment 
and maintenance of the poor laws of Eng-
land. The uprooting of the principle 
of competition by the creation of a co-
operative commonwealth, as we have 
seen, would produce results more injuri-
ous than those that attend our present 
system. 
Whal, then, is the proper mo<li6cotion 
of this hitherto universal rule of compe-
tition ? It is to be found in the estal,-
1 islnnent by employers of a sy~tem of co-
operation or partnership, wherelJy the 
workmen obtain not only fair market 
wages but a certain pl'Opotionate share of 
the profits of the business. This is called 
profit sharing; and when the same par-
ties furnish both labor and cupital it is 
called rooperation. 
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"I must repeat my conviction," are the 
weighty words of John Stuart Mill, "that 
the industrial economy which divides so-
cil'ly al,solutely into two portions, the 
payers of wages am] the recE'ivers of 
them, the first couuted by thousands and 
the last by millions, is neither fit for nor 
capable of indefinite duration; and the 
possibility of changing this system for one 
of combination without dependence and 
unity of interest, instead of organized 
hostility, depends altogether upon the fu-
ture developments of the partnership 
principle." Here, and l1ere only, is the 
trne union between lawful competition 
and equitable combination. There will 
still Le competition. · But it will uot be 
between workman and employer, each 
striving to obtain a larger share of the re-
turns of a particular business. A compe-
tition like that is wasted energy. This 
energy the principle of partnership here 
outlim·d proposes to utilize and dirert to 
more benefil'ial ends. The competition 
that "·ill remain will be the combination 
of the labor and capital of one enterprise 
united Ly a fair Echeme of sharing the 
profits, competing in the markets against 
the equally harmonious labor and capital 
of another enterprise conducted ou the 
same princi pie. 
'' There will then be no arbitrary rates of 
wages, no organized strikes, no long dis-
putes rendering business uncertain and 
hazardous. Zeal to produce the best and 
cheapest and 111oi,t abundant goods would 
take the place uf zeal in obi,trnctive or-
ganization. The faithful workman would 
not only receive a share of any additional 
profits which such zeal creates, but he 
would become a shareholder on a small 
scale in the firm, and a participator in the 
insurance an<) super!l!JP.U!ltion benefits 
which the firm could hold out to him 
with proximate certainty of solvency." 
"Unde1· such a system," continues so 
logical and practical a thinker as Jevons, 
"the weekly wages will be regarded 
merely as subsistence money, or advances 
which the employers would make to en-
able the laborer and his family to await 
the completion of the interval between 
manufacture and sale. The balance of 
the rnlue produced would be paid at the 
end of the year or half-year in the form 
vf a dividend or bonus consisting in a 
share of all surplus profits realized be-
yond the necessary charges of interest, 
wages of superintendence, cost of depre-
ciation of capital, reserve to meet bad 
debts, and all other expenses of pl'Oduc-
tion for which the employer can fairly 
claim compensation." 
As competition will continue so self-
help will be encouraged and indi vi<lual 
ability assieted. The contrary claim 
might, with as much justice, have been 
made against corporations as they now 
exist, as it is by some now offered as a 
fatal ol~ection to co-operative or partner-
ship schemes. Yet what branch of busi-
ness commande to-day the highest skill 
and capacity? Is it not corporations? 
Though some of these concerns may ha\'e 
achieved success by means that warrant 
criticism, if they do not cleserve coudem-
nation, they are still the most powerful in-
struments of material advancemcot, be-
cause they can and do obtain the bci,t in-
telligeuces of our time. .As an ab tract 
proposition, all would give their assent to 
the statement that the best talent in the 
business world would most likely be 
found directing their individual affairs. 
The fact, however, is the contrary, and 
the leaders in industrial matters are gene-
J 
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r ally the managers of joint -stod~ corpora-
tions; and this is the case though they re-
ceirn but a fixed wage 01· salary. A sys-
tem that wil l give increased reward s to 
individual effort by ad<ling to such -salary 
a share in tlie profits, will st ill more de-
Yelop personal talent and ab ility . Cor-
porations arc but the prrsent type in the 
slow e\'olution of the industr ial kin gdom 
of that which will eventual ly take place 
on the h igher form of t he co-opr rati \'e 
system. 1 
The limits of th is add ress do not a(l-
mit of a further exam inat ion of the pra c-
tical m:mnct· in which the profits to be 
given the labore r are to be d istribut ed. 
Such distr ibution takes the form of bo-
nuses or payments to a mutua l aid or in-
su rance society or the pnr chase of an an-
u uity whereby anxiety is removed as to 
the means of sn pport for the laborer in 
old age, an(l the galli ng fear of depen-
dence on charity in case of incapacity to 
work is dissipated. T he most elabora te 
projects for profit-shar ing partake of all 
th ree of these plans . The business man 
who desires to assist in th is practical way 
in the solution of the social prob lem must 
Le refencd for such deta ils of profit -shar-
ing or cooperation to Con tinental atl(l 
E nglish literature on the subj ect, and to 
the publications of the Amer ican Eco no-
mic Associat ion·. I pa r ticularly reco m-
mend a cat·eful perusa l of Mr. Sed ley 
Tay lor's excellent monog raph on P l'ofit-
Shar ing, to which I am s:> much indebt-
ed in the pt·eparat ic,n of th is ruldr css . 
It would be well, however , to uotiee 
one or two ol,jections that have been 
pressed, not withou_t force, aga inst the 
1 l'rof . Richard 'l'. Ely, in Ha rper for J une 
1887. 
substitution of in,luslrial partnership for 
our present economic relations. 
It is urged , in the first place, that it is 
not right fur the laborer to share in the 
profit s unless he al so shares iu the losses. 
O therwise, such a scheme is one-sided, 
and not a real partnership. It should 
be remembered, however, that the system 
of participation in profits does not pro-
pose to int erfere with the payment ot 
wages at the market price. Then, as 
now, the price of wages will fluctuate as 
the demand for Jabot· fluctuates, and the 
workman will thu s share directly in th e 
losses when it becomes necessary tu lower 
wages . Bnt the adoption of the profit-
sharing plan will draw out energies now 
lat ent and unrlevclope<l that will increa se 
the quantity and quality of the goods 
manufactured, thus furnishing a new 
sourc e of profit. Only a part of these 
new returns will go to the labor3r, and 
th e loss of the remaining part which 
wonlcl go, during good seasons, to the 
capit alist, will be an indirect contribution 
from labor ers to the losses caused Ly de-
pr ession in bu siness. 
Again, it is objeuted that the wage 
earn ers will insist upon too great a share 
·or th e management, upon publicity being 
giv en to th e accounts of the concern, aml 
in years when no profits arc earned, they 
will beli eve themselves defrauded. Such 
objections are based upon the assumption 
th at workm en are naturally rash, stupid 
and overb earing; that when they are met 
by fairn ess and proper assistance in im-
proving th eir conditiou, such conduct 
only sen .es to produce foolish arrogance 
rath er than conservatism on the part of 
th e laborer. Ou the contrary, I believe 
th at it may be more truly asserted that a 
recogniti on of their rights develops a 
,, 
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corresponding willingness on the part of 
the employees to acknowledge arnl main-
tain the rights of employers. The charges 
we are uow noticing are made by those 
who rest upon assertion what they have 
not attempted to establish by experiment. 
Those who are most likely to encounter 
these obstacles, by l'eason of their having 
adopted the plan of participation in 
profits, deny their existence, and with 
such denial we may rest content. 
The advantages-not only ec<•nomic, 
but moral and intellectual-which profit-
sharing and cooperation offer to all· 
classes of the community, are of the most 
far-reaching character. Profit-sharing 
causes increased production of goods, aiul 
better quality as wfll as quantity, arnl 
diminishes the cos't of superintendcuce. 
These are some of its advantages to the 
employer. To the laborer it gives in-
creased earnings and a fund to fall liack 
on when his powers of self-support are 
destroyed or weakened. These are some 
of its material ad vantages to the employee. 
Cooperation does this and more, whilst 
both destroy class-feeling and stimulate 
the laborer to discover and adopt the 
most improved methods in his work. 
They develop business capacity and con-
duce to moderation, patience and self-
control. The establishment conducted 
on the plan of a participation in profits is 
the best school in which the wage-earner 
can be taught those qualities that are a 
guarantee of a safe and succe1>sful use of 
his freedom, in the broader and grander 
field of cooperative industry. ·waste, 
carelessness and intemperance disappear, 
and zeal, frugality and sobriety take their 
place. All this is accomplished without 
revolution and without an attempt to de-
stroy individual liberty. 
Industrial partnership touches no man's 
fortune, seeks no pluuder; it contem-
plates no violence, subverts no order; it 
envies no dignity, ncrepts 110 gift, asks 
no farnr; it keeps no terms with the idle 
and breaks no faith with the industrious; 
it is neither mendirant, i,cn·ilP, nor offen-
sive; its hmuls are in no man's pocket, 
and no hand shall rrmain lo11g or com-
fortaule in its own ; it n:cans self-help, 
self-indepcll(lcnce, aml snch share of the 
common competcn<'e as lal,or can earn or 
thought can wiu; and this it intends to 
have, but by means whid1 shall lea\'e 
e,·ery other p('rson an rqual sham of the 
same good.' Cooperatiou will call into 
existence a new principle of inclustrial 
and social development that shall redress 
the balances of the old. 
One of the main objects of this addrei-s 
has been to point out the uselessness of 
governmental interference in industrial 
pursuits as a cure for our present trou-
bles. But this should not prevent us 
from suggesting that along the line of the 
profit-shariug systrm the State would 
prove a powerful m,sii-tant in remedying 
these wrongs without assuming addition-
al or tyrannical powers. Let her become 
the pioneer in the establishment of the 
scheme of participation in profits. Let 
her use the great powers which she now 
has in forwarding this re,·olntion, and 
win for it final snccei;s by the example 
she woul,1 !::el. In all schemes of public 
or private improvement that require the 
granting of a charter for their commence-
ment, let her make the principle of profit-
sharing a condition precedent to the 
granting of such charters. Every public 
building that she erects, every work of 
internal improvement that she under-
lIJolyoake',, llistory of Co-operation, p. 6. 
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takes, the contracts therefot· should con-
tain a provision that the profits of the 
work must be distribu 0ted in accordance 
with the best methods of this equitable 
system. The same rule should be re-
quired to be applied by her agents, the 
municipal corporations, in the erection 0f' 
their buildings, their gus and water works 
and other public improvements. 
The language of tlie committee of the 
French Chamber' that had under consid-
eration propositions not quite so radical 
as here expressed, contain the soundest 
economic and political wisdom. "It 
would be worthy of this Chamber to ha Ye 
imposed on public administrations, by 
legi:;]ative enactment, the obligation of 
applying within the sphere of their own 
undertakings, and of the rights conceded 
by them, the easy procedure of participa-
tion, whose merits no longer require de-
monsLrution, and to have thus, on the 
ground where the State is master, sought 
to dry up the sources of industrial con-
flict, by introducing arrangements based 
on justice wl1ich are wiser and more effi-
cacious than measures of repression." 
These worrls are more applicable to our 
own country than to the government lo 
which they were addresse~. The public 
press of these United States teems with 
accounts of the corrupt jobs which public 
contracts have under the present system 
engendered. Under the profit-sharing 
methods, only the best contractors could 
compete, and they would secure th~ beet 
workmen. The delays which are now so 
great an item of expense and cause of an-
noyance, wuuld ceai::e. Instead of the un-
satisfactory and often dangerous results 
which now mark so many of our public 
undertakings, the work would he worthy 
1•raylor' s Profit-Sharing, p. 20. 
of the right system, under which it would 
be inaugurated and carried through. The 
example thus given would also be found 
more economical to the State, as it would 
be more just to her employees. Such 
fruits from the plantiug and nourishing 
of profit-sharing and cooperative ideas, 
give the words of the great Italian patriot 
the stamp of undeniable truth and war-
rant "the belief that the spread of the 
cooperative idea is the beginning of an 
immense revolution, which will do more 
for the Lrotherhuod of man to man than 
all the eighteen centuries of civilization 
ha\'e done." 
Another great factor in the work of 
social regeneration is, I believe, to be 
found in Jabot· associations. I trust the 
time has come when a discussion of the 
faults and benefits of such organizations 
may be conducted free from rancor and 
undistu1·bed by passion. Their faults are 
the faults of youth ; their benefits will 
increase with age. Every great move-
ment carried on, as it must be, by imper-
fect human means, is bnt too often 
stained with deeds that mu1· the beauty 
of its final success. The more powerful 
the opposition with which it meets the 
greater the temptation to allow faith in 
its objects to degenerate into tyranny in 
its acts. Thus the history of religion 
soon became the history of fanaticism, and 
the most cruel battles have been those 
that were waged in the name of the 
Prince of Peace! The labor movement 
is animated by a spirit scarcely less fa-
natical than that of the Church during 
tbe early ages, and will Le met by an op-
position ev€n greater. 
Both of these great assaults are aimed 
at the innate selfishness and greed of hu-
manity, and the leaders of both have used 
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means that must be condemned and often 
opposed. One of the worst ways in which 
the tyranny of labor organizations has dis-
played itself is in the attempt to require 
every workingman to become a member, 
and to stamp as a soc:ial pariah any la-
borer who refuses. It has not been so 
long since the same tyranny was exercised 
in religious matters. To repeat the strug-
gle in the economic field may entail loss 
and even greater evils, but no one can 
doubt the final result. A people who 
have secured religious freedom may well 
be entrusted to preserve industrial lib-
erty. 
Let us hope that the wrongfulness of 
such attempts will soon be seen by all the 
laboring people, as they are even now 
condemned by the more intelligent work-
ingmrn; and that just as mature man-
hood puts away childish things so will a 
more enlightened organization among our 
working classes discard such un-Ameri-
can ideas. For our part, let us see lo it 
that whilst we oppose the unlawful ads 
of these bodies of laborers, we are equal-
ly as ready to grant and maintain their 
rights. 
,vith the growth of these orders, their 
benefits to the laborer and the rest of the 
community will become more and more 
apparent. That the laboring man has 
rights is a truism that carries with it the 
corollary that he is justified in combining 
to protect those rights and to advance his 
interests. Union is strength in the fur-
therance of social progress as well as in 
political advancement. The commodity 
of labor is thus enabled to seek the best 
market and to obtain a better price. Or-
ganization enables the standard of living 
to be kept up among the working classes, 
which is admitted by all political econo-
mists to be a matter of vital importance. 
Freedom of contract is not interfered 
with, but finds in a properly conducted 
labor association the best instrnment by 
which to secure equitable terms of agree-
ment between labor and capital. 
As an educational means, such orders 
give their membrrs an opportunity for 
the discussion of all questions which bear 
upon thr.ir interests, and a gradual in-
struction in the underlying principles of 
true social growth. Discussion is the 
winnower that separates the chaff from 
the true grain of material improvement. 
In such societies, the average workl'r 
learns to appreciate the mutual depl'n-
dence of the two gn•at factors of produc-
tion. They are not only the training 
schools for arbitration, but alone make ar-
bitration possible.' Single-handed, the 
lauorer could not maintain his rights or 
resist the encroachments of capital. But 
combined with other lauorers his de-
mands are listened to. Hence it is that 
so conse1·vative a thinker as the prei,cnt 
mayor of New York commends them. 
"The great result is that capital is ready 
to discuss. It is not to be disguised that 
until labor presented itself in such an 
attitude as to compel a hearing capital was 
not willing to listen." 
The results accomplished by thci-e com-
binations are, I take it, their true vindi-
cation. They have exposed the economic 
fallacy of a "wages fund." They have 
raised wages without increasing the cor-;t 
of production. They have improved pro-
duction in quality, and increased it in 
quantity. They have contributed largely 
to secure the improvement in the con-
dition of the working clas cs. They have 
short.ened the hours or labor. They ha Ye 
lEJy's Labor Movement in America, p. 151. 
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secured the protection of workingmen's 
lives and limbs from preventable ac-
cidents. They ha\'e sccur<>d for working-
men the first lien for their ,vages and 
dues on the profits of bonded corpora-
tions. They have, in most civilized 
countries, put a limitation upon the age 
at which children shall be employed, and 
other limitations upon the harmful ex-
cesses in which women's labor has been 
used.' 
Not the least of the advantages of these 
orders is that they enable the workman 
to acquire a knowledge of business, the 
sources and extent of its profits, and the 
state of the markets. Such knowledge 
conduces to an intelligent demand for an 
increase of wages, only when there is an 
increase of profits, and thus, as Prdessor 
Fawcett has pointed out, assists in the 
commencement of that regulm· participa-
tion by the laborers in the profits derived 
from their labor, every tcmlenc) towards 
which it is so important to encourage. 
The final goal towards which trades 
unions are striving is "the development 
of the cooperati\·e man." Their most, 
important work is in enabling the wage-
earners to gain the self-mastery, the mu-
tual confidence and power to act in uni-
son, that marks the cooperative man. 
They will thus develop a spirit among 
the masses that will giYe assured success 
to cooperative undertakings, and gradu-
ally secure a firm footing for the new in-
dustrial regime.' 
The violence, intimidations, strikes and 
foolish theories of these labor societies 
are, I belieYe, but transitory, whilst the 
benefits which I have inadequately de-
lBrown's StL1dies in Modern Socialism, p. 
115. 
2Shaw' s Collperation in a Western City, p. 50. 
scribe<l are not only permanent but in-
. creasing. Weighing the one against the 
other, the unpreju<liced observer will give 
his assent to the verdict of Thorold Ro-
gers: "I confess to having at one tim•e 
viewed them suspiciously, but a long 
study of the history of labor has con-
vinced me that they are not only the best 
friends of the workman, but the best 
agency for the employer and the public, 
and that to the extension of these associ-
ations political economists and statesmrn 
must look for thP, solution of some of the 
most pressing and the most difficult pro-
blems of our own time." 
The subject which I have chosen must 
at first blush have seemed a strange if 
not inappropriate one for this c,ccasion. 
And yet its choice was determined by the 
belief that not the least of the factors that 
make for social melioration is this college 
an<l institut.ions of a similar character. 
In a republic, the instruction of educa-
tional academies should be mainly deter-
mined by their duty so to train its youth 
as best to fit them for the responsibilities 
of citizenship in its broadest sense. The 
survival of democratic government is de-
pendent upon an enlightened public con-
science that shall discern the real needs 
of the toiling masses, and an intelligent 
patriotism that shall successfully curry 
forward the work of human regeneration. 
The fostering of such powers should be 
the peculiar care of Virginia's colleges 
and her noble university, where we must 
look for the quickening of moral forces 
as well as the development of our intel-
lectual resources. In this way alone can 
we hope to produce the broad and robust 
type of manhood that can contend against 
the deterioration that threatens us as a 
people and meet the large requirements 
of the hour. 
.,. 
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The crisis through which we are pass-
ing ean only be successfully encountered 
liy men whose faeulties ha,·e not been 
hl11uted nor their intelligence dulled by 
oppression and poverty, though these en-
list their sympatl.ies and rouse their ca-
pacities. "The deliverers of humanity," 
Henry George has well remarked, "have 
always been those who were moved by 
the sight of injustice rather than those 
~purred by their own sufforings." 
The student who Rat at the feet of Ga-
maliel \'Oluntarily endured every hard-
ship to raise the Gentile world from the 
depths of ignorance and superstition, 
whih,t the aristocratic Cornelia claimed 
as her jewels the leaders of the first great 
agrarian revolt. The imposition of the 
stamp tax was a matter of little moment 
to the agricultural colony of Virginia; 
yet. the tyranny with which it was thus 
sought to encircle the Amerk-an colonies 
crumbled into dust, as fell the walls of 
Jericho Lefore the trumpets of Joshua's 
priests, when, on yonder hill, the voice 
of Patrick Henry ealled our forefathers 
to the defence of human rights and hu-
man liberty! 
If the culture which is acquired here 
~hall fit men for the duties of life, the 
!"Indents of this college will be found 
amongst those who are striving to remedy 
our industrial evils, to cultivate a true 
social spirit, aml to remove the dangers 
that threaten our future a<lrnncemcnt. 
"Fot· the only way in wbich om· civiliza-
tiou can be maintained, even at the level 
it has reached; the only way in whicb 
that level can be made more general, and 
be raised higher, is by bringing the in-
fluence of the more cultivated to Lear 
with more energy and directness on the 
ss cultivated, and by opening mot·e in-
lets to those indirect influences which 
make for refinement of millll and body." 
The advantages which this college offeri; 
should not lift you aborn and apart from 
the mass of men, but you !:hould regard 
them as so many ties of union and bro-
therhood with your fellow-men, to be 
consecrated to their welfare and liappi-
ness ! 1 
There are other clangers in our Ameri-
can life which bear upon the social pt·o-
blem, and for the correction of which I 
can look only to these educational instrn-
ments. Our enormous and rapid growth 
has ct·eated a spirit of mercantilism that 
threatecs to absorb all our faculties and 
to destroy our higher aspirations. Tile 
danger of such abnormal development i11 
one direction has been well pointed out by 
Guizot: "In consequence of the domina-
tion of a single element, each of the an-
cient civilizations either s:rnk into immo-
bility as in Egypt and ln clia, or was de-
veloped with astonishing rapidity an l 
brilliancy only to decline and decay a~ 
rapidly as in Greece and the commercial 
communities of the Mediterranean." 
This historic truth may well arouse the 
anxiety of any lover of our country. No-
.where have the evils of a rapiJ increase 
in wealth been more marked than in 
America. Nowhere has the possession or 
wealth been m'lre divorced from the per-
formance of the duties and responsibili-
ties which attach to it. Instead of being 
held as a trust to be executed for thr 
benefit of the community as well as fo~ 
the enjoyment of its owner, it has bee11 
cousidet·ed only a means for personal 
gratification and aggrandizement. The 
luxury which followe such vast accumu-
lations is not to be as much dreaded as 
1 Lamar's Oration on J. C. Calhoun. 
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\e greed and unconscionableness which 
seems to pervade the greater part of our 
plutocracy. 
A check to this al most national spirit 
was found in the old civilization of the 
South. But since the peculiar institution 
upon which it was based has passed 
away, it is to be feared that we too may 
become tainted if not permeated with this 
absorbing passion which recognizes no 
claims and reverences no institutions. 
It us here, fellow-alumni, here 111 
Richmond College and her sister uni ver-
sities, that we must look for a counter-
acting of the extremes into which this wor-
ship of mammon is threatening to carry 
us. Let them send forth a democ1·acy of 
moral and intellectual training to oppose 
the "aristocracy of mercantilism." Let 
the force of a gross materialism be di-
rected by the higher powers of feeling 
and culturn. Let the future of material 
prosperity that awaits the young South 
be combined with the enlightened public 
spirit that animated the old South! To 
this increase of wealth, which is assured, 
let us add an unswer\'ing determination 
that it shall be enjoye<l by all classes of 
our citizens, and be distributed by meth-
ods that shll give ati enduring basis 
to our future welfare. Ab(lve all, let 
wealth not be the final end for which we 
strive, but let it be sought us a means to 
moral advancement and intellectual de-
velopment. For this glorious object, the 
training here obtained should be the best 
assurance of success. 
You have all seen Guillo's exquisite 
pictme of Aurora. Aud you will recall 
that the pen of tbe Latin poet as well as 
the pencil of the Italian painter has pic-
tured the sun passing through his diurnal 
course, not in solitary grandeur, but sur-
l'Onnded by the matchless hours. So you 
are to remember that the chariot of so-
cial regeneration is not to be drawn by 
the single force of material prosperity, 
but must be encircled by the handmaids 
of art, of literature, and of science! 
Mr. Preddent, on his return from Eu-
rope Mr. Jefferson brought with him a 
branch charte1· of the French Academy of 
Sciences, and its buihling was erected in 
this city on the square boundrnl by 12th, 
Marshall, and Broacl streets. A few 
years later, the Virginia convention, 
called to consider the adoption of the 
F1•cleral Constitution, met in that build-
ing. There was conducted the most 1110-
menton,; debate to whieh the citizens of 
this State ever listened. Edmul1ll Ran-
<lolph, James Madison and John Mar-
shall led the forces that favored the adop-
tion of the Federal Constitution. The 
leader of the opposition was the greatest 
of American orators, one who united the 
genius of Shakespeare with the talent of 
Garrick, and of whom Mr. ,Jefferson said 
he spoke as Homer wrote. It is not too 
much to say that these men were the pio-
neers that blazed the path of all true po-
1 itical progress. Popular government 
can only be a permanent suceess accord-
ing as we follow the lines which they laid 
down. 
This structure, in which were solved 
the most difficult of politicJl problemR, 
has long since fallen, but is there a Vir-
ginian, is there an American, who will 
not always regard that spot with rever-
ence, and feel a just pride that he can 
claim as his forefathers the men whose 
memories have made the place sacred ! 
Let this college, follow-alumni, follow 
the course which I have inadequately de-
scribed, and whc,n the last vestige of this 
institution shall have been effaced, its no-
ble work will also live in the memory of 
a posterity trained as leaders in our social 
regeneration and taught that true culture 
which shall dominate our material pros-
perity, de,·elop a new social orcler, and 
establish a civilization grander than any 
the world has ever seen ! 
CLOSING REJIARKS. 
CLOSING REMARKS. 
BY 'fl-IE CHAIRMAN OF TllE FACUL'fY. 
The hour is already late, and the au-
llience has been fully repaid by the in-
teresting exercises of the e\'ening. Aud 
yet I feel 811re that even those who are 
most impatient to exchange the public 
E.'peakiug of this hall for the low whis-
p<-rs of the promcnnile will not Legrudge 
a few more minutes. Standing as we do 
upon the outermost Hrge of the session 
of 1886-'7, let us take one backward 
look and just a glance into the rapi1lly 
approaching future. 
The session now closing has had its 
difficulties and its drawbaclff. But, de 
mortuis nil nisi bonum, from this hour 
we Llll'y all that has proved disagreeable, 
and cherish only plrasant memories. lt 
has been on the whole eminently success-
ful, and has been crowned witli a large 
amount of eamest, honest work. The 
delightful relations between trnstees, 
teachers, and students have continued 
without interrupt ion. The closing exer-
cises ha vc been a fit crown of the year's 
work-the solid, thoughtful sermon of 
Sunday, the eloquent and tasteful ad-
dres,:rs by the represeutatives of the So-
cieti<'s, the statesm:wlike and stirring 
oration of Tuesday, the bold and bril-
liant discussion of a living issue which 
the Alumni furnished. and this e\'enin<Y 
, "'' 
with its 69 distinction!', 110 promo-
tions, 22 certificates of proficiency, and 
102 school diplomas, its medals and es-
says, ancl its sixteen degree-men-nil 
make up a eompleted chaplet. 
What remains for me to say wiH b~ 
addressed mainly to tl1ree small classes 
of my auditors. 
I. To the Discippo'inted. 
Some few there arc who worked right 
faithfully, stroye right hard, and yet miss 
their names from the lists in which they 
hoped to see them printed. I have al-
ready in the L,eginuing of these exercises 
explained onr high standard and its rig-
orous enforcement. It has been said 
about the prope1· spelling of common 
words that it is no honor to know it but 
. ' 
a disgrace not to. Quite the reverse is 
trne of difficult examinations-it is a 
high honor to pass, and no disgrace to 
fail, if one has made an houest effort. 
Nay, is not partial failure to reach a 
high aim more honorable than the actual 
attainment of a low one? And so I 
hope to see the day, if it has not already 
come, when it will be adjudged a highei· 
honor to fall into the second dass at 
Richmond College than to be enrolled in 
the first at any institution which lowers 
its requirements to catch all comers. 
Nine years ago it was my pri,·ilegc to 
spend an afternoon on the Panathenaic 
Stadium. The old race-track runs up 
one side of a short aud narrow valley, 
turns abruptly, and comes down ou the 
other sicle to the goal. On the sloping 
hills rose seats for 50,000 spectators. 
The athletet:1 entered at the lower end 
' and there the victors waited to receive 
their crowns. Between the turn and the 
finish was a passage under the seats, and 
~ rude tunnel through the hill made for 
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the escape of any who might he dis-
tanced in the race. Through this many 
a noble youth, fit by nature and by train-
ing for a better fate, has been obliged to 
,-link away from the jeers and taunts of 
::n unfeeling populace. Methought I 
1·on Id still hear echoing from its rocky 
eides, now a deep-drawn sigh of disap-
pointment, now a fierce complaint of 
injustice or unfairness, now a mut-
t,·red curse of adve1·se stars, but 
a mid these plaints, also the cherry 
notes of high resolve lo seC;ure bet-
I er development., uudergo more severe 
t:·aining, and enter the arena again 
at the next annual exbiLition. Though 
beaten in the race they had the tough-
ened sinew, the graceful movement, and 
t '1e steady nerve which their training had 
,·11ltivated. Were not these of more 
,·al11e than the fading wreath of wild 
parsley? How much more of the contest 
in which you have been engaged, in which 
t iie real prize is not a diploma, but an 
e,lucation, the real aim not to be called a 
1 itlc,l graduate, but to become, in the 
f11ll sense, a man. You prove that you 
h Lve not missed this better part by bear-
ing in a manly way your disappointment. 
From the Stadium I walked over to 
the Pnyx and stood, amid the indescriba-
ble glories of an Athenian sunset, upon 
the berna from which-a noble young man 
11:ul been once hissed and hooted. He 
had come up not unprepared to discuss 
the question at issue, but for some rea-
son he failed utterly, ignominiously. 
Yet, determined to succeed just where he 
l1ad failed, he retired with hooks and 
lamp, shunned the wiles of society, train-
ed his lungs to cope with the roar of the 
ocean, and · bis mind to take clear and 
comprehensive views, and when next he 
appeared, Athens clelighted to do him 
honor, the tyrant of Macedon trembled 
on his throne, and the world puts first 011 
tbe list of orators 11-e u:11ue of Demos-
thenes. 
But. why look to the dim past for illus-
trations? The grandest of all the men 
with whom it has been my privih·ge to 
come into personal contact-he whose 
monument we hope soon to see erected 
hard by the college--never appeared 
grander tlrnn in the gloom of disaster. 
No nobler sentiment e\'er fell from his 
lips than the murmured words with 
which he turned away from GettysLurg: 
"It was all my fault." His orders had 
been ueglectecl, his suLordiuates had fail-
ed him in the crisis, and yet he truly felt 
that he had either urnlel'\'alued the diffi-
culties or over-estimated his own forces. 
So for myself, and for my colleagues in 
the other chairs, I may this evening take 
up the words of Lee. It was all my 
fault. I ought to have won your atten-
tion to this point, repeated one more time 
this rule, stated that principle so clearly 
that you could not fail to get it, and had 
you to rewrite that synopsis. I shall try 
to do better next session. Aud now re-
verse the pa1·ties, please. How many of 
you will henrtily say, "It was all my 
fault"? How many will resolve to get 
a more correct. estimate of the difficulties, 
a better appreciation of your own ahil!-
ties, and make next session an eamest 
effort to surmouut the one by cultivating 
the other : 
I hold it truth, with him who sings 
To one clear harp, in divers tones 
That men may rise on stepping stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things. 
But let us turn, and more briefly, 
.. 
,, 
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II. To the Partially Succe,ssf ul. 
Accept my hearty congratulations on 
the honors you have won. You have 
learned how to work. That is the main 
thing in lift>. "Well-begun is lialf done." 
But I must remind you of what Virtue 
Eaid to Heracles : The road to eminence 
is steep and rough in all the earlier 
stages; the smooth and pleasant ·pnrt lies 
far ahead. The climbiug is hard, the 
rarefied air of the heights is chilly, the 
roots, whether of the square kind whil'h 
you chew upon in mathematics or the 
biliterals which we try to masticate in 
Greek, furnish a rough nnd insipid diet, 
but it is wholesome and invigorating. 
You cannot hope to reach the top unless 
you plant every successive footstep on the 
firm basis of solid attainmrnts. This 
summer vacation brings you to sud1 a 
pleasant arbor as Bunyan saw on the side 
of the hill Difficulty, where you may 
pause awhile, rest and refresh yourself and 
be ready for the labors that are yet to 
come. But take care that you do not, 
like the immortal dreamer's Pilgrim, lose 
your Roll and have to turn back in search 
of it. Rest, not as having attained the 
goal, but as at a wayside inn, preparing 
for an early start and for a longer and 
better journey next session. 
Yours it will be in the autumn days 
to give tone and pitch to that most im-
portant rlement in college life, the pub-
lic sentiment of the students. Scores of 
young men are already in correspondence 
with me from all parts of this Stale, 
from Maryland and Pennsyh·ania, from 
Ohio and Illinois, from Kansas an<l Cali-
fornia, from "'est Virginia, Kentucky 
and Tennessee, from the Carolinas, Geor-
gia and the Gulf States. Many of them 
will meet yon in September, alert, recep-
tivr, impressible, and will get from you 
that undefined and potent inf! uence 
which is to do more in shapin~ character 
than all the lectures of the class-room 
I therefore lay upon you, nay rather you; 
own position imposes, this solenrn charge. 
See to it that as heretofore, and even 
more than heretofore, you strike well and 
truly the keynote of high personal honor, 
strong- self-reliance and calm trust in 
God-a srnse of honor which sacredly 
re!-pecls all the rights of others, a self'.. 
reliance which makes every ·one do his 
very best, n trust which bhall be~hield and 
buckler in e,·ery contest. Sound <'lear 
and full this chord as the bnsis of next 
year's student life, and I.guarantee thut it 
shall swell into a glorfoos anthem. 
The circumstances promise to be au-
spicious. I liave the pleasure of announc-
ing that just three months from this 
evening, on the 22d of September, the 
Thomas 1\Iuseum and Art Hall is to be 
formally opened. Trustees, faculty an<l 
students will a€sem ble to hear the address 
by Dr. John A. Broadus. The occasion 
will be inspiring. Let us see to it that 
all come prepared to entn with zest, and 
to work more faithfully under the new in-
spiration. ThE: Special Lectures, so l1and-
somely provided for, in connection with 
the l\luseum, \\ ii be delivere<l next 
winter, but cannot yet be definitt•ly an-
nounced. 
III. To the Full Gmdual<'s 
And now, gentlemen, Dacht'lors and 
Masters of Arts, a single wore! before we 
part. You go forth with the ample honors 
of your Alma 1\Iater and in a peculiar 
sense, her representativeA. This is your 
commencement. Brilliant careers are 
opm. I congratulate you on the favor-
able auspices under which you enter upon 
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them. God grant that you may prove 
worthy of your opportunities, and may 
achieve the success which we so confi-
dently expect. ·we, who remain, shall 
watch your comse with cager interest, 
and take a personal pride in your achiern-
ments. Acd will not you too revert some-
times to these scenes as they shall be mel-
lowed in the gro ing distance? In the 
engrossing maelstrom of a profession, or 
the giddy whirl of business, keep i11 your 
hearts a quiet nook for yom college 
friendships, and in your daily lives a 
pleasant hour for the enjoyment of literary 
tastes, and some day when fortune smiles 
upon your efforts, rernem her your strug-
gles here, and extend a he! ping hand to 
your successors in these halls. 
In the name of trustees and faculty, I 
bid you a loving goodhy, a cheering God-
speed. 
And now, Mr. President and Gentle-
men of the •Trustees, thanking you for 
the faithful and self-sacrificing adminis-
tration of the important interests com-
mitted to your hands-thanking you, 
my colleagnes, one and all, for the pa-
tient labors of the class-room, and for 
your zeal in promoting in every way the 
welfare of the institution-thanking yon, 
young gentlemen, graduates and under-
graduates, for your personal kindnesses 
( which I can never forget.), for your pa-
tience under discipline and your progress 
in learning-thanking you, ladies and 
gentlemen, for the smiles and the approba-
tion which have so often cheered and up-
held us-above all, thanking the Giver 
of all good for His rich and abundant 
blessings, and imploring His continued 
favor in the years to come-I pronounce 
the Eession formally closed. 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT. 
A New Jl11iltli11e- Cor 1he Students ot· Rielnnontl Coller;;e. 
A cool place in these sultry days is the 
grassy, shady, breezy earnpus around 
Rieb moud College. Four or five students, 
unable to return to Southern homes or 
engaged here in vacation work, loiter 
around or roll on the sward and inhale 
fresh air laden with sweet perfume from 
Profrssor Puryear\, tassling c0rn. Occa-
sionally one seeR near Franklin street a 
languid game of lawn-tennis, or under 
the mulberries a clerical compnny, with 
l'assoeks doffed, indulging in croquet. 
The western portiou of the grounds next 
to Lombardy street, which separates them 
from the Allen property, presents a dif-
ferent scene. Here some two-score of 
the sons of toil are wiel.ding hammer and 
hatchet, pick and shovel, crowbar and 
saw, through dust and heat, from early 
mom till tired evening. A company of 
carpenters are removing windows, doors, 
frames, floors-all that is detachable-
from that venerable, unsightly structure 
long known as the Mess Hall. A brigade 
of brick-cleaners are throwing down the 
ancient walls and plying their little 
ha!i-hcts on the stubborn mortar. 
DINING HALL. 
A detachment of dirt-diggers are ex-
cavating the ample foundations of a new 
dining hall. The plans for the building 
have been drawn by W.R. Higham, ar-
" 
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chitect, and their execution put iuto the 
hands of J. F. Wingfield, who contracts 
with the building committee for the whole 
work. The site is about a hundred feet 
from Lombardy street, and on the sonth 
side of the prolongation of Grace street, 
making a sort of counterpart to the splen-
did old Haxall residence, now occupied 
by Professor Harris. The bnilding is to 
be a little over seventy feet long, divided 
into two unequal and dissimilar parts. 
The southern pat·t, 40 X 30, shows only 
two tiers of tall windows. The northern, 
30} X 33½, though not quite so tall, shows 
three tiers of openings, basements, mez-
zanine, and upper stories. The two are 
at once divided and united by a project-
ing tower on the eastern front, which 
makes the contour complete, and gives 
that" unity in diversity" so essential to 
all beauty, and especially in architecture. 
THE DESIGN. 
The purposes to which this building 
will be devoted require a more detailed 
statewent. The basement furnishes coal 
cellars, a well-appointed bath-room (to 
be supplied with hot an1l cold water), a 
bowling-alley, and a gymnasium of eight 
feet pitch in one part--16 in the rest. 
The mezzanine floor, approached through 
a portico on the northern or Grace street 
front, contains the matron's parlor, and 
across the hall-way a kitchen and store-
room, the doors of which open on a stoop 
fronting Lombardy street. On the upper 
floor are two chambers, with stairway 
from matron's hall, a scrviug-room or 
bntler's pantry (conuected with kit('hen 
both by private s!air and by a dumb-
waiter), and the dining-room, 40 x30 and 
17 feet pitch to a concave ceiling, finioh-
ed in nat,ive piue and properly panelled. 
The entrance to this last is through the 
central tower, fronting towards the mum 
broad stairway. The roof is to be in two 
sertious, separately hipped, coYered with 
slate, and ornamented with galvanized 
iron trimmings and finials. The tower, 
rising dear above the comb of the roo( 
is also to be finished in elaborate galvan-
ized iron work, and will present to the 
se,·eral points of the compass four clock-
faceia:. Here is an excellent opportunity 
for some public-spirited citizen to leave 
lo all time a striking memorial of himself 
by putting in a clock worthy of the sur-
roundings. Not even the Lee monu-
ment, when it is set up hard by, will at-
tract attention so often and from so many 
people. 
TIIE NAME. 
A part of the contract with the builder 
is t liat he shall remove every Yestige of the 
"mess-hall," clean every brick that is to 
be used again, aml not carry even the 
name of the old into the new structure. 
,vhat, then, shall it be called? The pro-
fessor of Greek, with his memories of 
Spartan life, inclines to say Syssilion; he 
of tlie Latin chair leans natmally towards 
Refectory; the man of modern languages 
would group gymnasticR, bathing, and 
foo<l all under the comprehensive Re.~tau-
1'(l1li. The professor of English is off at 
a rnmmer school of elocution. When he 
returns he will probably name the com-
posite building with a compound of 
Norman -and Saxon; so it will Le either 
the Dining-Hall or the House of Corn-
rnons. Meantime the young men for 
whoEe comfort and convenience it is de-
signed will not foil to fed the civilizing 
influence of a large, well-lighted, and 
tastefuJly-finishcd room for the vulgar 
busine::s of taking their daily meals, and 
ought to become even more marked than 
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their predecessors (if such a thing is pos-
sible) for courtesy and gentlemanly bear-
ing. It is hardly possible that the build-
ing crtn he finished and fitted up with all 
the intended appliances in time for the 
opening of next fessiou, but students can 
find elsewhere tempora1·y accommoda-
tion, and will eheerfolly submit for a few 
weeks eYen to a little inconvenience for 
the sake of getting rid of a hideous eye-
sore on the grounds :ind getting instead 
such a building as this promises to be. 
The session which has just closed has 
heen one long to he remembered for its 
freedom from disagreeable features. The 
health of both professor and student has 
been exeellent. The whel:'ls of college 
machinery have moved without a jar• 
The intercourse between professor and 
student has been nry pleasant indeed, 
and is one of the features of the institu-
tion. Never before in our acquaintaw :e 
with the college has such constant and 
steady work been carried out to the end 
by the whole body of students. By far 
the greater proportion of the students 
were men with a purpose in life, and 
right nobly have they labored towards 
its acrnmplisb ment. The standard Of 
graduation bas not been lowered, and the 
large number of those who bear away the 
lion ors gives unmistakable eYidence of 
patient, self-reliant stn<ly throughout the 
past nine months. 
Compared with other collegec:, the 
good order which lias been pi·eserved is 
noteworthy. Nowhere in the United 
States can be found a body of young men 
who for morality and the qualities which 
go to make up the gentleman can surpa ss 
the student of Richmond College during 
the session of 1886-'87. 
The advantages of physical culture 
have been more fully appreciated and 
more thoroughly utilized this year than 
e,·er before. The facilities afforded us 
for the devE:>lopment of our )'hysical man 
cannot compare with thobe offered here 
for the education of the mind, but they 
have not been wholly neglected. The 
gymnasium has regularly been made nse 
of by the majority of the students, and 
to this, together with the salubrious situ-
ation of the college itself, may be attrib-
uted our freedom from siekness. Our 
commodious gymnasium hall only needs 
to be equipped with modern appurte-
nances to make it an honor to the college 
and a boon to the student. Much has 
been done, but much remains to be done. 
Our sister colll:'ges are moving for\Yard 
in this direction, and Richmond College 
cannot afford to bring up the rear. 
In reviewing the \YOrk of the past ses-
sion we find one feature to be deeply de-
plored. 
It is a sad fact that the work done 
in the literary societies during the past 
seEsion has been very poor. Unlike 
many colleges, the genius of Richmond 
College seems not to be in her Ii terary 
societies, hut in her unsurpassed class-
room work. We would not have this 
otherwise, but interest in the societies has 
been at too low an ebb during the past 
1 session. The students have been too 
willing to adjourn and postpone the 
meetings. Where such irregularity ex-
ists, iuterest is sure to wane. The stu-
dents seem to be fully alive to the advan-
tages to be derived from the societies, but 
ma1,ifest an indifference to these advan-
tages which is not easy to explain. Men 
of '88 come back and tell us how to incite 
a lively enthusiasm in our literary socie-
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ties, and at the same time in no wise di-
minish our ardor in the pursuit of science. 
In our eursory baekward glance, the 
MESSEKGER must not l•e forgotten. It 
gi,·es us great pleaHirc to announce that 
the support it has received from the 
students has 1,een bn1rty and continuctl. 
The literary editors ha,·e not lacked 
thoughtful, \\'ell• written e~says to fill its 
columns. Financially, also, the magazine 
has been a success, and will enter another 
year of its existence with a surplus in its 
treasury. 
[The following letter has Leen very 
much delayed in reaching us.-ED.] 
Gi:i•.rTINGEN, April 7, 1887. 
Editor Richmond College JJlesseriger : 
Dear Sir,-SomeboJy is kind enough 
to send me the Messenger every month 
(to the extent of four times, as yet). 
Please allow me to thank my unknown 
friend for his unexpected ( and of course 
undeserved) attention, through your col-
umns. The paper comes safely and 
promptly, and is very welcome. Especial-
ly interesting in the last number was the 
article on " The Present Outlook,'~ 
though perhaps I cannot agree that the 
prospects are quite so gloomy as the 
writer seemed to find them. For in-
stance, he speaks of Roman Catholicism 
as if it were nearly as menacing as Mor-
monism, and of its ambitions in regard 
to the government of the land. Fortu-
nately, I can reassure him a little on this 
point. Roma11ism presents the peculiar 
picture of a tree which is rotten at its 
centre and in the trunk, but yet produces 
green leanis and some fruit,-perhaps 
you've been in an orchard, Mr. Editor-
having no power or wealth in the Eternal 
City of which it can boast, but, appa-
rently, "gaining a strong foothold," in 
its uttermost limits-the United States. 
From one who has studied this matter 
carefully, I heard a number of facts last 
summer which went far to comfort me, 
as I had about the same ideas and appre-
hensions as your friend " Cornelius." 
The mere fac:t of belonging to that organ-
ization, the Popish, seems to give a man 
a certain amount of keenness, for, like 
Tony B., they're "devilish sly"; but 
one demonstration of this shrewdness is 
found in the way they hush up failures-
e. g., the financial losses of the land 
speculations which they made at points 
along the Mississippi river, notably Oma-
ha, the failure of a High Chur(:h digni-
tary in Ohio, and the mismanagement of 
St. Patrick's C.:lthedral in New York 
city. 
However, I ought not to take up your 
editorial time in this way. I meant 
mt>rely to pass a vote of thanks, and here 
I am quite wide of the mark. 
One thing more, and I'm through. 
You hint, in '' College News," that a 
mau can live "easily" on $500 a year 
in a Germl.ln university; but, as you 
wisely preface the remark with an "it is 
said," it must be not you that err, but 
your informant. A man could live on 
that, or less, if he gave his mind to it, 
but hardly with advant::tge; it would be 
very unwise to try it. I should be glad 
to send you detailed information on the 
sllbject, if you care to have it; perhaps 
some of your readers would be interested 
to hear from "one on the ground," so to 
speak. Wit!t best wishes fo1· prosperity 
and a circulation unlimited, 
I am yours, --- ---
We have received the above from a 
<listinguished friend of education who 
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desires to remain iucog. ,v e thank him 
°for his expressed iuterest in our work, 
and shall await with high expectations 
the information which he so kindly prof-
fers. We shall be on I y too glad, Dr., to 
publish your letters. 
We ought to have in our reading hall 
copies of the leading county papers from 
all sections of the State. The fact is, ·we 
have very few. The college cannot afford 
to pay the subscription price of these 
papers, but their editors ought to be able 
to see that it is to their interest to furnish 
them gratis to the college during the ses-
sion. The proportion of men here who 
are frorri. Virginia is very large, and the 
papers they read here and find valuable, 
will be the papers they will read and sup-
port in after life. The editors of om· 
county papers cannot afford to let the 
men who are to become prominent in 
public life, remain in ignorance of the ex-
istence and work of their publications. 
When a new literary venture is being 
made, where does the publisher send the 
first copies of his publication? To the 
great newspapers and the college libraries 
all over the country. The county papers 
are sent regnlarly to such newi;;papers, 
whether they exchange or not. They can-
not afford to do otherwise. Let them 
learn a lesson, and let their papers be 
found in the reading rooms and libraries 
of the leading colleges ot; at least, their 
own State. Students, call the attention ( f 
the editor of yonr county paper to these 
facts, aud next session let us ha,·e our 
reading hall filled to overflowing with the 
best publications of our county press. 
LOC.ALS. 
In glancing over the May number of 
the MF.SSENGER, we noted with no small 
degree of sadness the follc,wing statement 
by our Exchange editor : 
"Following the advice of the Southern 
Collegian, we decided to do away with 
Our L ette1· Box." 
Indeed we felt. like throwing around us 
" the mantle of crape" for the sad .fate 
which would inevitably befall our maga-
zine, should such a course be strictly ad-
hered to and followed out. We speak 
D'lt of the fact of doing away with Our 
Lette1· Box, but we wish to emphasize 
the words, "Following the advice of the 
Southern Collegian." 
Besides being a misstatement of the 
facts of the case, it means a complete de-
liverance of the independence and pel'son-
ality of the MESSENGER. 
It is the business of each edito1· to look 
after his own department, but in accor-
dance with the wishes of the other 
editors, the locai editor decided that it 
would probably be better to dispense with 
Our Letter Box for his term of office, 
hoping, however, that it would be re-
sumed by the next corps of editors. 
,v e ne,·er onee thought of "following 
the advice" of our beloved exchange. 
Had we done this, consistency demands 
that we should have re, ·ised our Literary 
department also, inasmuch as our articles 
were "entirely too long and loosely writ-
ten." 
Other exchanges seem to think that 
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'' Our Letter Box" is one of the most· 
attracti,·e features of 0ur monthly, aud 
quite interesting. 
I make this appeal for the ll-Icssengcr, 
herause it is absolutely necessary that a 
college journal of her standing should be 
able to attend to her own affairs. Here-
tofore · the ]J'fcssengcr has ahays prided 
hen,elf on being able to bold a command-
ing position among her many exchanges, 
but if she takes 11otice of ewry little slur 
cast at. her, her future will be marked 
with cries of hitter agony for the course 
she has so thoughtlessly pursued. 
ln completing our term of office, we 
c·an at lt·ast hope that the Messenger will 
continue to recognize her in<lepcudence, 
and grow in favor with her many ,rorthy 
exehanges, being always glad to consider 
good aclvice, hut never accepting any, 
except it be for her own good and true 
advancement m the estimation of the 
worl«J. 
CommencenH:nt is OYer, and oh! how 
deserted the old campus looks. 
Hacl<s right here. 
Umbrellas in demall(l. 
We take pleasure in clipping the fol-
lowing most excellent account of the 
Commencement exercises from the Rich-
mond Dispatch, for whil'h we tender our 
hrartfolt thanks: 
FRIDAY NIGHT. 
This was the night of our jollification, 
which was well attendee!, and seemed to 
Le greatly enjoyed by all; though there 
was a considerable <lelay caused by th·e ' 
kngthy tnil~·t of Mi3s Araminta Clowr 
Top. 
The following was the programme: 
Part First.-Minstrels: Cast of Cha-
racters-Tambos, Conway Myers, John 
W. A very; Interlocutor, H. H. Harris, 
Jr.; Bones Pete Goodyear, R. C. Stearnei;; 
Accompani~t, Kirk Mathews ; Choru~, 
Me<lley, Company; "Rolling On," Good-
year; "Letter That Never Came," Tip-
pett; "On Union Square," Myers; 
"Rock-a-bye Baby," Mercer. To con-
dude with the laughable farce, Jimmie 
Green : Practical Joker, Hanis; Victim 
No. I, Goodyear; Victim No. 2, Myers. 
Part IL-Greatest of all modern 
comedians, Thos. Henry Edwards, a 
brilliant star in Ethiopian comedy; ora-
ting a st ump-speech in his own inimitable 
style. Here comes Tom Bigger, the 
great Irish caricaturist; the audience 
will not laugh at this gentleman, as he is 
very nervous. The only original :Myers 
and Goodyear, in their negro specialties; 
finest artists upon the American stage; 
positively their last appearance in this 
country. 
Part JII.-Grand spectacular drama 
entitled "A Mock Trial." Cast : de-
fendant-J. Barrymore DeB. Smith, 
Harris; plaintiff-Miss Araminta Clo-
Yertop, Avery; judge-Hon. Bunker 
Hill Clay, Boatwright; counsel for de-
fendant-Hon. Dan'l Webster Givemfitz, 
Stearne&; counsel for plaintiff-Col. 
Allan A. Fogg, Noell; clerk, Straley; 
crier, Smith. Witnesses: Augustus Fit-
zallen Tompson, Roy; Hon. Splicem 
Tite, Kincannon; Mrs. Cinthy Ann 
Busby, Mathews ; Mary Anderson Bus-
by, Clements; J. Cooke Busby, Wilbur. 
,Jurors: A. Hardcase, Corbitt; M. T. 
Head, Baylor; Hans Zweilager, McMul-
lan; U. R. Greenhorn, S. T. Dickinson. 
' Chow Chow Sing Sing, Pilcher; I. M. 
Deadbeat, Hughson; Hannibal Snowball, 
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Edwards; Icabod Numskull, Cridlin; 
N. Swindler, Clopton; Pat Moriarty, 
C. R. Dickinson; Monsieur Betc Noir, 
Scott; P. D. Quick, Carrol ; district 
telegraph hoy, Bristow. 
SUNDAY NIGHT. 
The commencement proper began with 
the baccalaureate sermon on Sunday night 
by Rev. Dr. Howard Osgood, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., professor in the Theological 
Seminary there. 
The scene as one entered the room was 
imposing. The walls had beH1 hung with 
historic pictures. Pleasing draperies of 
cedar and ivy and beautiful flowers on 
stands gave a rich coloring to the back-
ground. The platform wos occupied by 
the president ancl other trnstees and the 
leading Baptist ministers of the city, 
whose churches were closed for the even-
ing. The music was conducted by the 
Bainbridge Street church choir of Man-
chester, and won the highest encomiums. 
Their music was declared by knowing 
ones to have been the best eyer heard 
from amateurs. 
The sermon was delivered by Rev. Dr. 
Howard Osgood, of the Rochester Theo-
logical Seminary. His text was Isaiah 
Ix., 8 : " The grass withereth, the flower 
fadeth, but the word of our God shall 
stand forever." The learned speaker 
opened with a magnificent picture of the 
Assyrian kingdom-its grandeur, power, 
and extent, and showed that there was 
skepticism in that far-off nge as there is 
now. He traced through the vges the 
frequent outcroppings of the infidel spirit 
and showed conclusively that there is 
scarcely anything new in the present 
phases of skepticiHrn. On the other 
hand, as against the grass of untruth, 
which withers, he presented in bold pie-
lures the truth of God, which has stood 
a1hl will stand forever. His sketch of 
what the Bible had done for the world-
its growth and spread and success-was 
deeply and thrillingly interesting. He 
called up the fact that the young were 
leaders in the great struggle of the truth 
for mastery-that missions are turning 
the worlcl upside down. The sermon 
was scholarly ancl highly instructive. 
MONDAY NIGHT. 
The a1111i,·ersary of the societies is al-
ways an occasion for the gathering of a 
crowd of tlie friends of the yonng men. 
Despite the storm to-night a good audi-
ence assembled to greet and cheer the 
young orators. The following programme 
was canied ont \\'ith considerable spirit: 
Joint Final Celebmtion of the Mu Sigma 
Rho ancl Philologian Literary Societies, 
Jl,fondrry evening, June 20, 1887, 8:15 
o'clock.-Programmc: Prayer, Dr. J. 
William Jones; Music; Salutatory, 0. 
L. Martin, Virginia, president of Phil-
ologian Society; Music; Oration, ,v. (;. 
Tyree, Virginia, orator of Mu Sigma 
Rho Society-subject, "Self-Sacrifice"; 
Music; Oration, H. "'N. Jones, Virginia, 
orator of Philologian Soeiety--suhject, 
"Change"; Music; Valedictory, R. C. 
Stearns, president of Mu Sigma Rho So-
ciety ; M m·ic. 
Mr. Martin's salutatory was humorous 
and witty, and abounded in good hitR, 
which brought down the house. He has 
an unusually good delivery. 
:Mr. Tyree's oration was one of more 
than ordinary thought, and was chaste in 
its diction, elcrnted in its sentiment ., clear 
in its analysis, and admirably delivered. 
Indeed, it was pronounced by competent 
judges one of the best speeches ever cle-
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livered by a college student, and elicited 
loud and continued applause. 
The son of the late Rev. W. A. Tyree, 
and uephew of Rev. Dr. Cornelius Tyr e(', 
Mr. Tyree will honor an honored name, 
and prove a useful worker in his chos('n 
calling. 
Mr. -II. W. Jones is a graceful speak-
er, and has won many honors from his 
comrades. His address was loudly ap-
plauded. 
A. valedictory is a very llifficult thing 
to make, as there have Leen so many 
made, but l\Jr. Stearnes accomplished ad-
mirably the task, and i::poke well of the 
advantages of Richmond College, it5 
prosperity during the past year, and its 
bright hopes for the future. He wag 
loudly applauded. 
The music, ribbons, flowerR, and all of 
the usual concomitants were not wa11t111g, 
and the whole occasion was prc,nounccd a 
decided success. 
TUESDAY NIGHT. 
A number of visitors, old students, 
members of the Board of Truskes, and 
friends of the Richmond College g('neral-
ly, had arrived from a distance yesterday. 
Richmond turned out in foll force, and a 
brilliant audience assem Lied to-night to 
greet the chosen orator of the two literary 
societies of the collt'ge. 
The following was the programme of 
the evening: Prayer by Rev. Dr. A. E. 
Owen, of Virginia; Music; Introducto-
ry, Hon. H. R. Pollard, of Virginia; 
Address, Hon. W. L. Wilson, of \Vest 
Virginia; 1\fosic; Presentation of Med-
als, Hon. J. N. Dunlop, of Virginia; 
Medallists-Mu Sigma Rho: S. L. K el-
ley, of Virginia, best debater ; M. A. 
Coles, of Virginia, improvement; Phi-
lologian: H. W. Jones, of Virginia, best 
debater; D. H. Rucker, of Virginia, im-
pro\·ement; Joint Writers' Medal, \V. C. 
Tyree, of Virginia; Music; Closing re-
marks; Music. • 
The soeietiPs had been exceedingly for-
tunate in securing as their president Hon· 
H. R. Pollard, of King and Queen C!_)Un-
ty, Va., as theit- orator Hon. ·w. L. Wil-
son, of ·west Virginia, and as the pre-
srnter of the medals Hon. Jas. N. Dun-
lop, of Richmond. 
Mr. Pollard made a brief but exceed-
ingly graceful introductory Fpeech, wel-
coming the audience, and introduced 
Hon. W. L. Wilson, of West Virginin, 
who was recei,·ed with loud applanRe, 
aml proceeded in nry graceful styl<> to 
delfrcr his timely acldress. 
WEDNESDAY NIGII'r. 
To-night, despite the rain, a fine audi-
ence greeted the Alumni and th, ir chosen 
orator. Hon. Samuel B. Witt, president 
of the Society of Alumni, presided on the 
occasion and introduced the exercises in 
his usual graceful style. 
Aft('r appropriate prayer by REv. G. 
W. Quirke, of Pennsylvania, :Mr. Witt 
introduc('d as orator of the eYening our 
brilliant and gifted brother, W.R. Mere-
dith, Esq ., of Richmond. 
Mr. l\Ieredith gracefully allu<led to the 
associations wl1ich cluster around this 
platform, as the tower of the college, like 
the spire of the ehureh, should always 
point heavenward. 
He easily and appropriately introduc< d 
as hi s topic '' The Social Problem." 
Mr. Meredith vividly ·pie-lured tl.e 
dangers which beset this prolilem, and 
insisted that no one remedy will work 11 
complete cure. 
He considere1l socialism, and ably and 
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earnestly refuted the theories of tbie pro-
duct of idle dreamers. 
With keen .satire he refuted the theory 
that the State should run everything, and 
showed that the real eflhrt should be to 
abridg e ratlwr than to extend the power 
of the State. 
He showed a fatal defect of SOC'ialism 
to be its utt er destruction of sElf-help and 
Felf-reliance. 
He eloquently pictur ed the abhorrence 
which Virginia has shown to the theory 
of the Socialist e,·er since tlie attempt 
made in colonial times to rnn the colony 
on this theory. 
Mr. Meredith next discussed the rela-
tion of labor mHl capital, and the impor-
taure of fairly meeting and adju sting the 
claims of each, so that they " may be 
helpful the one to the otl1er, rather than 
antagoni stic and warring." 
H e suggested " profit-sharin;;" and 
''co operation" as the true solution of 
the problem, and ably argued in farnr of 
this theory. H e woul il ha,·e the State 
make it a conditi on Qf granting charters 
that the " profit-sharin g " or " coopera-
tion" system be adopted, and he would 
h::we the St ate arnl the city conduct its 
own eut erpri ses on the same system. 
He would promote labor associations, 
but would free them from their errors, 
and especially from the tyranny of ostra-
cising the laborers who decline to join 
them. He wcrnld have so::ial freedom as 
well a3 religious freedom. But he point-
ed out the advantages of labor organiza-
tions, and would earn ei,tly sel·k to pro-
mote them. He believed that the col-
lege aud the 1mi,·ersity are most impor-
tant factor s in the solution of the social 
problem. 
He made a vigorous plea for the noble 
• 
part the student shall bear in meeting the 
grP.at problems of the country, and made 
a stirring appeal to the young men to ap-
preciate their duty and meet their respon-
sibility. 
Mr. Mererlith's speech was able and 
eloquent, contained many fine points ad-
mirably put, and elicited frequent and 
enthusiastic applause. 
THURSDAY NIGHT. 
The spacious chapel was crowded to-
night with such an audience as only 
Richmond can turn out. 
The following was the interesting pro-
gram me uf the evening, which was car-
ried out with ruore than usual spirit and 
intere st: Prayer; Music; Announce-
ment of Distinctions and of Promotions 
in Junior Classes ; Presentation of 
"Woods" and'' Steel" Medals by R£v. 
J. Calviu Stewart; l\Iusic; Delivery of 
Certificates of Promotion in Intermediate 
Classes and of Cerli ficates of Proficienc) ; 
Es say-"A Practic~l Test of Material-
ism "-by R. C. Stearnes, l\f. A.; Mu~i"; 
Delivery of School Diplomas; Presenta-
tion of "Tanner" and ''Gwin" Medals 
by Dr. W. E. Hatcher; Address-"The 
Perils of the Hour "-by H. W. \\Til-
liams, B. A.; Music; Delivery of Diplo-
mas to Bach elors of Arts and to Masters 
of Arts; Music. 
GER~fAN DEBATE.--The commence-
ment exercises this session were prece~ed 
by one of the most enjoyable occasions it 
has ever been the writer's good fortune to 
attend. We refer to the German debate 
held in the Modern Language lecture 
room. A small and select crowd had 
been invited by Prof. Hasseletf, to wit-
ness some of the practical results of the 
conversational method of teaching. This 
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is one of the most interesting as well as 
beneficial features in the study of mo_dern 
languages umler Prof. Hasseleff. T() 
show those p1·esent how well his class 
uudel'stood French and German, he con-
versed with them in these tongues on any 
subject that was suggested. In the mean 
time .the following features were intro-
duced: first, a debate in German, by 
H. R. Hundley, for the affirmative, and 
E. C. Levy, for the negative. These 
two gentlemen showed a knowledge of 
the language which a native might ad-
mire. 
This debate was followed by a German 
poem, by C. H. Baker, whose good pro-
nounciation and pure intonation were 
fully appreciated and loudly applauded 
by the audience. 
Next followed a debate in French, on 
the relative merits of the Gl'eek and Ro-
man nations, participate<l in by l\lessl's. 
C. F. McMullan and J. T. Noell, Jr. 
These gentlemen, true to that instinct 
of genui~ie Frenchmen, which demands 
exquisite variety and change, discussed 
their different si<les of the question in a 
way that differed as widely as the personal 
appearance of the gentlemen, but both 
equally excellent; and the spee<'hes of 
both these rising young debaters showed 
wonderful familiarity avcc la langue Fran-
caise for only one year's study. 
The exercises of the evening were very 
pleasantly closed by a poem of Victor 
Hugo, read in the original by l\fr. R. C. 
Stearnes. The. chief excellence of his 
reading is the ease and correctness with 
which he pronounces the French, and his 
reading was listened to with rapt atten-
tion. 
The visitors declared that the evening 
had Leen spent most pleasantly, and that 
enough couhl not lie said in praise of Prof. 
Hasseleff, his method, and his faithful 
labors during the past session. The 
students all echo their sentiments. 
P .ERSON ALS. 
Quite a nuruber of o!J students at-
tended commencement this session, the 
majority of whom are alumni. ,re \rere 
glad to see _the beaming faces of E. B. 
Pollard, E. B. Hatcher, G. W. Quick, 
L. J. Haley, Jr., Chas. Puryear, Frank 
Puryear, J. G. Paty, T. Leigh West, 
Arthur E. Cox, W. Warren Talley, J. 
G. Haley, R. A. Wilbur, J. G. Dickin-
son. 
J. A. Bundick paid us a JJ!easant call 
a few days since on his way home from 
the University. 
We were delighted to see the pleasant 
countenance of Jno. N. Hume some time 
since. He has Lel'n attending school at 
Pan tops Academy for the past two ses-
sions, and reports himself well pleased 
with the school and making rapid pro-
gress in his studies. 
Messrs. A. M. and I". G. Austin had 
the exquisite pleasure of having their 
mother and father present during com-
mencement. They left immediately after 
the rommcncement exercises for an ex-
tended trip North. 
W. Wythe Davis is engaged in busi-
ness in the Richmond and Danville R.R. 
office. 
• 
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EXCHANGES. 
The Delaware Golle,qe Review contains 
some excellent editorials, especially com-
memlable among whicl1 is one abnut poli-
tics. 
We are glad to see the Wilmington 
Collegian's comment on "The Recent 
Movement in Southern Literature." 
When we have recuperated, we trust that 
our literature will rank among the best of 
the land. Our authors of note at present are 
· few, but their productions haYe been 
highly apprrciated both at home and 
abroad. 
The matter in last Dartmouth is en-
tirl:'ly too " local" to be of interest to any 
otlwr college. It is almost as bad as the 
TVeelcfy University Gouriet in this failing. 
The Southern Collegian, in its edito-
rial, "The Christian at College," gives 
us a true picture-sad though it is to 
acknowledge it-of the average Christian 
in college life. Truly he says: "Young 
men, and ei-:pecially students, are needed 
by the ministers to aid them in their 
work among the non-Christian students." 
Yet how few, how very few is the number 
of Christian students who actively en-
gage in the work of bringiug the souls 
of the unconverted to Christ. 
The Swarthmore Phamix, in the lite-
rary department, has an article on "Wha 
Knowledge is of the Most Worth." The 
writer justly condemns the present want 
of a thorough course in Physioh gy and 
Hygiene, \Jut Geography, which he says 
is taught too much, is surely of the great-
est importance to all. 
The Gue is making an honest effort to 
take its place among the leading maga-
zines. Its matter is varictl and its pieces 
short, as they should be from sn<"h an 
institution. Some very serious ortho-
graphical errors occur in the June num-
ber. Be more careful in the future. 
The (]ollcge Ramblrr is one of om· Lest 
exchnngcs. Its matter is condensed and 
well put. It contains many of the fea-
tures whil'h go tc, make up a model 
paper. 
The May-June number of the Tlniver-
sity ~Magazine is on our table. We 
sympathise with our neighbor in the 
troubles she has l1ad during the past ses-
sion. The copy before us is replete with 
literary matter of a high order. The edi_ 
torial in " Collegiana" on limited exam-
inations coutaius much truth. Many 
students here can sympathize with its 
writer, for he evidently writes from a full, 
lieart. 
The l\Iay number of the Nassmi Lit 
contains an editorial on college popularity 
which we would like very much to re-
produce. This excellent paper stands at 
the head of our exchanges, and is al ways 
welcome. 
Below we give a list of some of the ex-
changes which ha,·c found their way to 
our table: 
Uuiversity l\Iagazine, (Va.,) Southern 
Collegian, Randolph-Macon l\foutbly, 
Roanoke Collegian, Hampden Sidney 
l\Iagazine, Educational Journal, (Va.,) 
Alma Mater, Emory and Henry Expo-
nent, Nassau Literary Magazine, The 
Varsity, Yale News, Yale Lit, Texas 
Uuiversity, Vanderbilt Obsen·er, Dart-
mouth, University Cynic, S. C. Collegian, 
Wake Forest Student, University Maga-
! . 
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zine, (N. C.,) University Reporter, Col-
lege · Transcript, Troy Polytechnic, 
Swarthmore Phrenix, Bible College Ex-
ponent, Purdue, Free Lance, Lehigh 
Burr, Campus, Washington Jeffersonian, 
Hesperian, Delaware College Review, 
Earlhamite, Hanover Monthly, Wilming-
ton Collegian, Butler Collegian, Fisk Her-
ald, Lan.tern, Geogetown Col. Magazine, 
College Message, The Aurora, College 
Journal, Normal News, University Ar-
gus, Weekly University Courier, Niaga-
ra Index, \-Varren Messenger, St. Charles 
College Gazette, Lutherville Seminarian, 
The Echo, Irving Literary Gazette, Uni-
versity Voice, Marietta College Olio, Ha-
milton College Monthly, College Chips, 
Manitou Messenger, Hillsdale Herald, 
Seminary Monthly, McMeeken Review, 
Wabash, The Oak, Lily and Ivy, Guar-
dian, St. Joseph Echo, The University 
(N. Y.), The Portfolio, Dickinson Libe-
ral, Academy Student, Indiana Student, 
The 0ue, University Register, Cambridge 
Tribune, Academy News, American Lib-
erty, High School Times, Omaha Com-
mercial Age, Gynetrophian Record, Sci-
entific American, Student Life, Academy 
Journal, Speculum, Owl, The Rambler, 
Swarthmore Phrenix, Yankton Student, 
The Uritic, University Reporter, High 
School Jonural, &c., &c. 
CAMPB .EI~L & co.~ 
.Al/11111~ fPEC P TJI(i}) fP{iJ) GtJI AP l!EBB~/J 
525 E. BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA. 
None but First-Class work allowed to leave this establishment. Portraits finely finished 
in Oil, Pastel, Crayon, and Water Colors. 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRCINIA. 
SUlUMER LA. W LEC'I'URES (nine weekly) begin 14th July, 1887, and end 14th Sep-
tember. Have proved of signal use,-lst, 'l'o students who design to pursue their studies at 
this or other Law School; 2d, To those who propose to read privately; and 3d, To practi 
tioners who have not had the advantage of systematic instruction. For circular apply (P 
0. University of Virginia) to JOHN B. MINOR, Prof. Com. and Stat. Law. 
~ollese JBoek BioPe ! 
62~ Eo BROAD ST09 RICHMCONID>9 V Ao 
Ne'07' Store! Ne~ Store! 
Everything Fresh and New- Direct from the Publishers and Manufacturers. 
11001£8 ;flNfiJ ST;flf!lfJNBIIF. 
Oxford Teachers· Bibles and Pocket Bibles, Hymn Books and Prayers and Hymnals, Fine Gold Pens 
Pocket Books, Writing Desks, A.utograph and Photograph Albums, Blank and Memorandum Books, Latest 
Styles Fashionable Stationery. The Professors and Students of Richmond College are cordially invited to 
see us. Any boc,k or article not on hand furnished at short notice without extra charge. 
HUNTER & CO., 
629 E. BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA. 
STUDENTS' EMPORIUM. 
NEW STORE, NEW STOCK, CONVENIENTLY LOCATED. . • 
Stationery, Cigars. Tobacco. Cigarettes. and a Jul I line of Oonjectir>neries. C 
:tv.1:RS. :tv.1:AR Y KEIL, 
BRO.AD ST., ;NE.AR COLLEGE. 
------- ----- - --- - - ----
EST.A.BLJ:SHED 18!53. 
to;c~=n~~-·!,~~g~~~~.:,::g,~~lrfne~vi:~::e~r:.~,~~ POTTS,STOKES & co.' 
vent ions and patents ever published. Every num-
ber illus t rated with splendid enl!ravings . Th's 
~f~!~~~ii~-;.1"!~~b8 :~ 1~ ~~~l~~~~TJb;y:Jiit:~~~ The popularity of the S CIENTIFIC AMERI CAN 1s Succ easo,·s to A. Y . S'l'OKES & CO., 
euch that its circulation nearly equals that of all 
other r:,apera of its class combined . Price . '3 .20 a 
YUNN t<a>o~Vib~f~hbe~s. t'~  rn: :J::~~~;v: 
ATENTS.Y,[{!f:1ltri~ Im porters,WQolesa le Grocers, 
the Patent Office and have prepared 
m:~edt~a;l~a~:n~~~g!t~t"'!~ol~~ 
~nit ed gtates and foreign coun;tries. 
Caveats, Trade-Jllarks, Copy-rights, AND 
Aesignments , and all pth~r papi:rs for 
securing to inventors their rights tn the 
United States. Canada , . England, . France, 
Germany and other foreign countries, pre-
pared at ebort notice and ~n. rea sonable terms. I I II h t Information astoobt am1ng~at enhcheer- Aomm ~a OD 4\'B. nn a (~}i:,~~~n w~~~1u\~~~•gia::f.d•g;r~~~J ~ • - g[i1D . . . VIII . 'tu ., 
. l~~~r~!1':~~-" ~li .. ~d~:!t;~~ 'l et:i~8ri~ir:!~: 
well understood by all persons who wish to d1s-
pol.~g!.t,:!•i~!?tL & CO .• Office Soll:NTIFIO RICHMOND, V .A. 
4MBB!(l.u(, 361 Broadway, New York . 
RICHMOND STRAIGHT-CUT 
No. 1. CIGARETTES. 
CIGARETTE SMOKERS who are willing to pay a little more for Cigarettes 
·than the price charged for the ordinary trade Cigarettes, will find the ,._ 
Richmond Straight-Cut No. 1 
superior to all others. They are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored 
and highest cost gold leaf grown in Virginia, and are absolutely without adulteration 
or drt1gs. We use the GENUINE FRENCH HICE PAPER of our own direct 
importation, which is made especially for us, water-marked with the name of the 
brand-RICHMOND STRAIGHT-CUT No. 1-on each Cigarette, without 
which none are genuine. Base imitations of this brand have been put on sale, and 
Cigarette Smokers are rautioned that this is the OLD and ORIGINAL brand, and 
too bserve that each package or box of RICHMOND STRAIGHT-CUT CIGAR-
ETTES bears the signature of 
. ALLEN & GINTER, :Manuf'rs, Richmond, Va. 
Also Manufacturers of the "RICHMOND GEM," "OPERA PUFFS," and 
"LITTLE BEAUTIES" CIGARETTES, and RICHMOND GEM CURLY 
CUT, OLD RIP LONG CUT, and RICHMOND STRAIGHT-CUT BRANDS 
OF SMOKING TOBACCOS. 
• 
